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Abstract 

This study explored the psychological and social impact of adventitious deafkess, and 

the rehabilitation services that were offered to individuals who acquired this condition 

in adulthood. Qualitative interviews were conducted with a sample of eight deafened 

adults, who were recruited fiom across Ontario. The results show that medical 

interventions (e.g., audiometric testing, hearing aid provision, and cochlear 

implantation) were relied on exclusively as a rehabilitation approach in providing care 

to deafened people. None of the study participants were offered individuai, farnily, or 

group counselling by their hearing health service providers. This lack of attention to 

the socio-cmotional needs of the participants occurred despite the obvious negative 

impact of deahess, including fanily problems and social isolation and neglect. This 

gap in seMce makes it apparent that the rehabilitation system for adventitious deafhess 

needs the involvement of counsellors and social workers to reduce the negative impact 

on individuals and families. 
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1. Introduction 

This project began with my first hand experiences as a deafened adult. After 

the onset of hearing loss at the age of 14 years, 1 received little in the way of 

rehabilitative services. My persona1 rehabilitative process consisted of speechreading 

instruction and the provision of a hearing aid. Without additional support fi-orn others, 

my family and 1 were lefi to Our own devices to cope with this condition. This 

approach to rehabilitation created a situation where suppon for my social adaptation 

was limited to a few individuak who were, unfortunately, also socially disadvantaged. 

Thus, my personal growth as an individual was suspended because 1 was preoccupied 

with the day-to-day coping with deafhess. 

After a time, 1 began to fiequent the local deaf club in order to satisfy a need 

for social interaction. There 1 began to realize that my experiences were quite difEerent 

fiorn people who were bom and raised as Deafpeople. My background as a hearing 

person made me feel more like a "half-breed" and 1 did not feel welcomed into the deaf 



community. The experience led me to wonder ifmy expenences were unique to me. 

Differences aside, my interaction with other deafpeople sparked the desire for 

personai and academic fulfillrnent. 

Years before becorning a social worker, I volunteered to be the leader of a self- 

help group for deafened adults. Listening to the collective stories of other deafened 

adults showed me that their experiences were similar to my own. Although many did 

not share the detrimental behaviors (e-g. substance and alcohol abuse) that 1 resorted 

to, many expenenced the emotiond distress and social isolation that 1 had felt. More 

interesting to me was the fact that most, if not all, deafened adults lamented on the 

deficiencies of the deafhess rehabilitative system. They spoke of insensitive 

professionals and being offered services that did not facilitate coping. 

This anecdotal evidence was a stnking contrast to the rehabilitative services 

that were offered routinely to children who are bom or become deafened pre-lingually. 

Thus, my time during my undergraduate and graduate studies was spent exploring the 

phenornena of adventitious deafhess in adulthood. 1 discovered that acquired hearing 

loss is a well-studied subject in the medical and audiological professions, but such 

research has focused on restoring deafened individuals to pre-loss fùnctioning through 

either medical or audiological intervention, or both. Although this is a worthy cause, 

documented anecdotal evidence fiom those who have experienced profound hearing 

losses indicate that this focus does not address the significant psychosocial stressors 



that impact deafened persons (Aguayo & Avena, 1994; David & Trehub, 1989; Glass 

& Elliot, 1 992). 

The obvious fact that deafened people are at risk of higher levels of adverse 

ernotional States than non-disabled people has been written about extensively. 

Although earlier studies tended to focus on the relationship behveen profound hearing 

loss and mental ilinesses (Benderly, 1980; Giolas, 1982; Levine, 198 1 ; Meadow- 

Orlans, 1985; Pegg, 1983)' later studies have more clearly identified the 

communication dysfùnction and social isolation that play strong roles in negative 

adjustment (David & Trehub, 1989; Glass & Elliot, 1992; Luey, 1980). Despite 

documenting deafened people's daims of being underserved by health care 

professionals, none of the researchers who have recorded this population's expenences 

have examined the rehabilitative care that they received. Futther confounding this, 

some researchers have suggested that the criticism fiom deafened people may be due 

more to their ernotional response to deafhess than the quality of the rehabilitative 

seMces available to them (Glass & Elliot, 1 992; Meadow-Orlan, 1985). These studies 

contend that fear and denial of hearing loss leads deafened people to delay their entry 

into rehabilitation, thus, increasing the impact of deafhess on their lives. 

The absence of facts on the nature and adequacy of rehabilitative care that 

deafened adults receive after the onset of profound hearing loss led to this project, 

which explored these issues through a qualitative approach. The personal expenences 

of a sample of deafened individuals in becoming deaf and receiving rehabilitative care 



were exarnined to determine whether deafened people are, in fact, being poorly served 

by health care professionals, or if their cries of "they don't understand meT7 are simpIy 

due to distorted perceptions of the rehabilitative services offered to thern. 

This thesis reports on a study in which eight deafened adults were interviewed 

about the impact of their deafhess and their experiences with rehabilitation. The 

pertinent literature, although scant, is reviewed in Chapter 2.  The methodoiogy for the 

study is reported in Chapter 3 .  The life aones of the participants are surnmarized and 

cornrnon themes with regard to the impact of deaf'hess and rehabilitation experiences 

are presented in Chapter 4. In Chapter 5, these results are discussed in relation to the 

literature. Conclusions and recommendations for rehabilitation are presented in 

Chapter 6. 



2. Literature Review 

The Iiterature pertinent to acquired deafhess, also caIled late-deafbess, was 

reviewed by manually and electronically searching library holdings at the National 

Technical Institute for the Deaf(Rochester, New York), as well as the southem 

Ontario university libraries, The Canadian Hearing Society library, and the World 

Wide Web. This search yielded journals, proceedings, reference books and 

monographs in the fields of deafhess and social work, and a web page for deafened 

adults. 



2.1 A dventitious Deafness and Its Impact 

2.1 .1 Prevalence of Adventitious Deafness 

The role of occurrence of the causes of both congenital and adventitious 

deafhess have changed over the years (Heath, 1987). Although many illnesses that 

have previously caused death are now treated successfully due to advancements in 

medical technoiogy, the quest to preserve tife has left more individuals with a hearing 

loss (ancilor other disabilities). A condition such as Neurofibrornatosis Type-3 

(genetically caused benign tumors on the central nervous system) can be treated before 

it causes death, but its treatment (surgery) usually results in deafhess. Furthemore, 

people are at more risk of becorning deaf in adulthood than they were before. 

Environmental and industrial noise sources have increased within the last century and 

people are more at rïsk of traumatic head injuries (Le., an automobile accident) which 

cm cause deafhess. 

In the most recent survey of deaf people, the incidence of deafkess in adults 

was 67O/lOO,OOO population, or about 1 in every 150 people (Schein & Delk, 1974). 

In the United States population of 258 million in 1993, this would project to 

1,728,600 deafened adults. In Canada's population of 30 million, this proportion 

translates to 20 1,000 deafened adults, and in Ontario, to 76,380 deafened adults 

(Statistics Canada, 1998). Of the total population of deaf people, adventitiously 



deafened people account for 75% of adults who are deaf at the age of 19 years (Schein 

& Delk, 1974). 

2.1.2 Causes of Adventitious Deafness 

The causes of adventitious deafness were documented in a 1984 survey of over 

100 deafened people, in the United Kingdom, who were rnembers of the National 

Association of Deafened People (NADP). This study reveaied that 13 -4% were 

deafened from congenital causes, 57.7% from medical and surgical causes, 3.9% fi-orn 

accidents, and 25% were of "unknown" (idiopathic) causes (Heath, 1987). 

Furthemore, arnong 348 respondents in a survey of the membership of the 

Association of Late-Deafened Adults (ALDA) in the United States, 4 1.5% reported 

experiencing progressive losses; 40.5% had medical losses; 12.8% had surgical losses; 

and 5.2% became deaf as a result of traumatic injury (Boone & Scherich, 1995). 

Progressive hearing losses sometimes result from presbycusis (hearing losses 

caused by the aging process) or from overexposure to excessive noise, but many are 

idiopathic in nature. The root cause of idiopathic deafhess cannot be found with the 

existing medical technology. Some speculative reasons for idiopathic hearing losses 

include heredity and environmental pollution. Al1 people who have progressive 

hearing losses initially detect a mild decline in the hearing ability (usually dunng 

adolescence) that slowly detenorates to profound deafhess by middle adulthood. 

Medical hearing losses are those that are a result ofchronic and acute illnesses 

such as Menière's syndrome (a disorder with syrnptoms that include hearing loss, 



vertigo, and elevated pressure in the inner ear), physical reactions to medications with 

a side-efFect that induces auditory sensory dysfunction (ototoxicity), or a virus. 

Sometirnes medical iosses occur ovemight, but some people with medically caused 

losses have become deaf gradually over a period of time. 

Surgical hearing losses are those that are cacsed by the complete or partial 

removd of the auditory nerves to alleviate another condition, such as 

Neurofibromatosis Type-3 (NF-2) or bilateral Acoustic Neuroma (auditory tumors). 

People with surgical hearing losses expenence a sudden transformation from being a 

hearing person, before undergoing the procedure, to becoming a deafened individual 

aftenuards. For these individuals, severing the auditory nerve introduces absolute 

silence into their world. 

Traumatic hearing losses are incurred in a wide variety of ways. Automobile 

accidents, sports injuries, occupational injures or even near fatal drowning have been 

causes of deafhess. Often, traumatic Iosses occur rapidly. In some cases, the recovery 

from the trauma may lead to a recovery in hearing. 

2.1.3 Sociological Perspective of Adventitious Deafnesç 

Adventitious heanng loss is best understood from the sociological perspective 

(David & Trehub, 1989). A deafened person is someone who expenences a profound 

hearing loss, which is interpreted as a loss of at least 90 decibels (dB) averaged over 

three speech-range fiequencies (500, 1000, and 2000 megahertz ml) in the "bette? 



(milder loss) ear (Deafened People Page, 1998). At this level of hearing loss, verbally 

spoken words are no longer comprehensible. The dynamics of being "deafened, 

however, are not captured in the statiaics of audiological dysfunction. Deafened 

people were not bom deaf. It is not ingrained into their core identity, as it is for those 

who are congenitalIy or pre-lingually deafened. Their deafiiess is viewed as a deficit 

aspect in their Iives, relative to a capacity they formerly had. Those who experience 

profound hearing loss after being socialized as a hearing person must face the task of 

leaming a new way to cope with the world without dependence on the auditory sense. 

This is easier said than done. Luey (1980) reported that deafened adults often 

feel as if they are stuck between the deafand hearing societies. They no longer can 

effectively function among hearing people as they are accustomed. Speech reading is 

not an easily acquired skill. Only 30 percent of the English vocabulary is visible on the 

lips. The deafened person trying to cope with deafhess must resort to guessing to fil1 

the gaps of dialogue. As many deafened people have reported, social gaffes result from 

inappropriate responses to the comments and questions of others. This stress and 

humiliation ieads to withdrawal fiom social settings. This does not facilitate adaptation 

to hearing loss while remaining in the normal-heanng society. 

On the other hand, it is difficult for a deafened person to become a member of 

the deaf comrnunity. They may not be familiar with the noms and values of those who 

were raised in Deaf Culture. Individuals who are socialized as Deaf people are 

accurately described as belonging to an ethnic affiliation rather than being people with 



a disability. It is mainly compt-ised of individuals who are pre-lingudly deafened and 

have attended a residential school for deaf children. People of Deaf Culture tend to use 

and value Arnencan Sign Language (ASL) as their primary language (Wax, 1995). The 

deafened individual's sign language skills may be poor or nonexistent. This makes it 

difficult for them to build social networks among congenitally or early deafened 

people. In the worst cases, strong efforts by deafened people to join the deaf 

cornmunity have been thwarted by closed membership cliques among Deaf Culture 

people (Wax, 1995). In this gap, deafened people become socially isolated. The effects 

of this isolation are manifested in a variety of negative States and crises. 

For deafened people, impediments to convenient conversation with people 

from their pre-morbid Me often result in damage to those relationships-especiaIly 

with farnily members (Kyle & Wood, 1987). Elliot and Glass (198 1) reported that 

people who experience severe-to-profound hearing losses have reported higher 

divorce rates then the non-disabled population. (While profound refers to average 

hearing loss of 90 dB, severe losses are those in excess of 70 dB in the three critical 

speech frequencies, in the better ex.)  For those whose mamages have remained intact, 

the structure and pality of relationships in the family system is altered (Kyle & Wood, 

1987; Meadow-Orlan, 1987). This is attributed to the added stress placed on the non- 

disabled spouses, who often take on additionai responsibilities to compensate for their 

partner's disability (Goffinan, 1963). In this case, interdependence may evolve to 

dependence if the spouse of the deafened person assumes the role of being a persona1 



(untrained) interpreter, telephone message-taker, and so on. This increases the level of 

stress on the relationship. When such a relationship involves children, the parental 

authority of the deafpartner usually is undermined when the relationships with the 

offsprïng become stilted through the hearing partner. This often bnngs conflict 

between the parents (Kyle & Wood, 1987). 

One might naturally assume that the deafkess rehabilitation system would be 

well equipped to provide care to deafened adults, but several studies have shown 

dissatisfaction among the affected population with regards to the seMces that they 

received. The repetitive theme found in surveys (David & Trehub, 1989), in-person 

interviews (Glass & Elliot, 1992) and in focus groups (Aguayo & Avena, 1994) of 

deafened adults is that the services that they received did not help increase their ability 

to hnction. The respondents in these studies stated that the professionals that were 

involved in their care did not understand the complex repercussions of the condition 

and offered seMces more appropnate for either congenitally deaf people or those with 

mild hearing losses. For example, a few deafened people reported that they were 

offered vocational rehabilitation services when counselling for post-traumatic stress 

might have been more appropriate (Aguayo & Avena, 1994). On the other hand, 

some researchers pointed out that deafened people experience intervals of denial and 

social withdrawal. This delays their entry into the rehabilitative system, and the 

negative effects of profound heanng loss accumulate to levels greater than necessary 



(Glass & Elliot, 1992; Meadow-Orlan, 1985). These studies suggest that the impact of 

profound hearing loss would be less severe if the deafened people sought help earlier. 

2.2 Existing Deafness Rehabilitation System 

Santos (1 995) comprehensively surnrnarized the deaf3ess rehabilitative process 

in the Encyclopedia of Social Work (1 9Lh edition). Citing a multitude of research on 

deafhess, this process was described as a system that is better prepared to implement 

early intervention for young children than for those who are deafened at a point later in 

their lives. By focusing more on academic and vocationai training than on social 

rehabilitation, deaf children are provided many resources so that they may realize self- 

sufficiency in adulthood. What social rehabilitation that is provided is usually limited to 

maximizing the functioning in the classroom because social integration for deaf 

children occurs naturally in the deaf community. Although Santos mention 

adventitious deafness in a brief passage, it described a deafened adult as a person 

whom becomes deaf at an advanced age. People who are deafened in the span between 

adolescence and middle adulthood were not mentioned in the review, suggesting that 

this population remains overlooked by deafness rehabilitation professionals. 

This gap in rehabilitation seMces oKered to deafened people was noted by 

Luey in 1980 and again in 1994. Among her concems about the affective and 

psychologica1 impact of profound hearing loss was the observation that social workers 

refer deafened clients to physicians and audiologists, apparently unaware that these 

professions are not equipped to deal with the complexities of social interaction. She 

12 



advocated that social workers thernselves should address social rehabilitation for 

deafened people. 

After the data collection on this project was completed, a major social service 

agency serving de& deafened, and hard-of-hearing people in Ontario, published an 

example of an ideal process for rehabilitation seMces for deafened adults. In the form 

of an anonymous case study, the agency outlined a process that included initial neglect 

fkom physicians and audiologists, family dysfunction, depression and substance abuse, 

and referral to a substance abuse program that lacked familiarity with deafhess issues. 

After the substance abuse counsellor declined to accept the referral, the agency 

reluctantly accepted the client and provided a counsellor who was not deaf or 

deafened, but was described as expenenced with deafened clients. The counselling 

sessions used two-way typing for communication and consisted of helping the client to 

vent "her rage and grief' (Frayn, 1998, p. 19). The client defined the counselling goals 

as advocating on her behalf to achieve changes in her farnily, education about 

communication needs and technical devices, and intervention with her employer to 

accommodate continued employment. The counsellor facilitated sessions for the 

family. Existing agency programs were used to provide the communication and 

technical assistance, and to intervene in the workplace, although the latter was 

described as, "The struggle continues." The substance abuse issues were reported to 

have been resolved on their own. 



Although the literature pertaining to the rehabilitation needs of deafened adults 

is scant, this oversight supports the need for the present study. It seems imperative to 

examine the rehabilitation deafened adults do receive, how adequately it has met their 

needs, and what overlooked types of rehabilitation should be provided to them. 



Method 

This chapter describes the collection and analysis of the data. The sample 

selection, interview method, and analysis of data are described as well. 

3.1 Qualitative Approach 

The qualitative approach is the ideal method to analyse the rehabilitation of 

deafened adults because the factors that constitute individual experience and 

satisfaction with seMces are ofken a mixture of subjective (how they feel) and 

objective (the actual seMces received) issues (Palys & Little, 1983). As seen in the 

literature, there is no foundation for specific hypotheses about rehabilitation for 

deafened adults: what it should include, how it should be delivered, who should give 

and receive it, and what outcornes it should achieve. Essentially, a qualitative approach 

is the approach of choice when one wants to explore an area that is largely 

unresearched. 



3.2 Data Collection 

3.2.1 Sample Selection 
An information packet describing this study was sent to 25 deafened 

subscribers of a newsletter written for Ontarians with acquired profound hearing 

losses. This packet (included in Appendix 7.1) contained a letter that surnrnarized the 

study's goal, a discussion of confidentiality issues, a consent form that authonzed 

contact by the principal researcher, and a dernographic survey to aid in selection of a 

diverse sample for interview. This sunrey covered demographic information about age, 

gender, onset and length of deafness, cause of deafhess, and self-assessed 

communication skills through lipreading and sign language. 

The response rate to the solicitation was 12 out of 25 (48%). Of this nurnber, 

10 respondents volunteered to be interviewed; two respondents sent regrets. A sample 

of eight individuals was selected and invited to an interview. It must be noted that the 

sample was not selected at random. The importance in obtaining a broad range of 

diversity arnong deafened people according to the nature of heanng loss led to the use 

of a purposive sampling method. This procedure is often used when certain 

characteristics are required to enhance the representation of a sample to the larger 

population (Erlandson, Hams, Skipper, & Allen, 1993). For this study, it was viewed 

as important to represent various type of deafkess, age at onset, present age, 

occupation, marital status, and the number of members in their imrnediate farnily. 



3.2.2 Study Participants 
Table 1 shows the characteristics of the deafened individuals that were 

interviewed. The sample contained an even balance between females and males. The 

mean age of the sampie at the onset of hearing loss is 32 (S.D.=14.4) with a range of 

13 to 40 years. The average number of years of hearing loss in the sample is 17 

(S.DA2.5) with 2 years being the shortest penod of time and 3 9  years as the Iongest. 

There were no respondents who reported traumatic hearing loss (i-e., head injury). 

This cause of heanng loss is thought to comprise roughiy 10% of deafened adults 

(Deafened People Page, 1998), and a pool of 12 respondents is quite Iikely to include 

none of this type. The three other types of causes of deafness-medical, surgical, and 

progressive-were represented in this sarnple. Of eight respondents selected for 

interview, the cause of deafhess for three was unknown and progressive; surgery was 

the cause in three cases; and diseases (medical cause) caused deafness for the other 

two. Overall, four respondents experienced gradua1 progression of hearing loss; one 

participant's hearing loss developed rapidly; while the remaining three experienced 

sudden deafhess. Al1 respondents were Caucasian; therefore no conclusions may be 

drawn about the generalizability of the results and conclusions to other ethnic groups 

and cultures. The absence of ethnic diversity in the sarnple and the mailing list fiom 

which it was drawn could reflect a better social support system in other ethnic 

cornmunities, or it could simply mean that the multi-ethnic outreach by established 

deafened adult networks is poor. 



Table 1: Sample Demographics 

Knsty Chantal Elvis Victor Lynn Marie Jeffrey  LUC^ 
--.--.____.~------.-~~---.-~~--._______~._.__.__*_*~-*-*~.*--~.-*-.~~~~-..**.*---.-.---~-.--------.~~_~-.-~.--~.~.--~-.~---~*---~~-~-.~*-~---* 

Gender Female Female Male Male Female Female Male Male 
Year of onset 1 958 1961 1969 1985 1988 1988 1990 n/a 
Age at onset 13 34 20 26 34 40 61 29 
Years deaf 39 36 29 12 9 9 7 2 
Cause Disease Unknown Unknown Surgical Unknown Surgical Surgical Disease 
Progression Gradual Gradual Gradual Sudden Gradual Sudden Sudden Rapid 

1. The respondent (Luc) is in the early stages of hearing loss, but is not yet 

deafened. 

3.2.3 Interviews 
The interviews were conducted over a two week period in ApriI and May 

1998. Five respondents were interviewed in person at two different sites, using space 

provided by The Canadian Hearing Society. Cornputer Assisted Real-time Translation 

(CART) stenography was used to compensate for the vanous level of sign language 

skills possessed by the sample. CART reporters are trained court reporters with 

advanced qualifications in real-time transcription. The CART reporter listened to the 

interview fiom behind a screen (for confidentiality) and typed the dialogue into a steno 

machine connected to a computer which translated steno codes to English in real time. 

The conversation was then displayed on a computer monitor so the interviewee could 

understand the questions that were asked of him or her. The interview transcripts were 

automatically captured in ASCII format for later analysis. The effectiveness of CART 

stenography as a communication and data capture tool was shown in a previous study 

which involved a deafened researcher and hearing i n t e ~ e w  participants (Woodcock, 

1996). These interviews were approximately two hours in duration. 



Alternate methods were used to conduct the three interviews not held in 

person. Of these, two were conducted through electronic mail (ernail); one was a 

telephone interview. Geographic distance was the reason to use an alternate method 

for two interviews. Both of these individuals lived in remote areas of the province. For 

the third of these interviews, the altemate method was used at the request of the 

respondent. That person has a visual disability that renders the use of CART 

stenography impractical. The interviews conducted through ernail consisted of ongoing 

exchanges of notes over a span of three weeks. The telephone intewiew was 

completed in one session that lasted three hours. Alternate administration of questions 

followed the same set of inquines as the persond interview. Preliminary review of 

responses showed that there were no noteworthy differences in the depth and scope of 

comments related to the medium of acquisition. 

3.2.4 Interview Guide 
The Iine of inquiry for al1 of the interviews followed a generai chronological 

order related to becoming deaf and dealing with the deafhess rehabilitation system. 

Open-ended questions were presented across a range of topics related to these 

experiences. When appropriate, probes and requests for clarifications were used to 

extract insightful information and reflections related to the objectives of this study. A 

structured interview guide (see Appendix 7.2) was developed to start at the point 

before the onset of hearing loss and follow the respondent's life events aftenvards, but 



the exact sequence of questioning varied between interviews, to build and maintain 

rapport and adapt to the order that seemed most meaningful to the individual. 

Phenomenological interviews obtained descriptions of the lives of the 

participants in this study before and after heanng loss, with a focus on coping and 

experience with rehabilitation. The major topics explored in the interviews were: 

life before hearing loss 

personal crisis or trauma before hearing loss 

cause and process of hearing loss and reactions to it 

reaction of family and fnends to deafhess 

family or fnends hindrance or help with coping 

changes in social life influenced by deafness 

pnor exposure to deaf people 

initial or subsequent vocational or educational effects of deafhess 

rehabilitation services offered or sought out, initially or subsequentIy 

types rehabilitation specialists/professionals consulted 

involvement of family and filends in rehabilitation 

satisfaction with rehabilitation services 

other factors that helped or hindered coping 

desired changes if given opportunity to do again 

any other comments or recommendations ' 



Information about emotional impacts, such as anxiety and depression, was 

obtained fiorn information volunteered in response to these questions and provided in 

response to follow-up probes. 

3.3 Analysis and Inferpretation 

M e r  all the interviews were concluded, the transcripts were reviewed until 

each respondent's experiences with deafkess were understood with clarity. The data 

were then broken down into units, coded, and sorted into themes. The major themes 

were determined a priori, to a large extent, by the foci of the study (e-g., pre-morbid 

life, onset, impact, etc.). More specific sub-themes (e-g., negative social impact, 

rehabilitative processes, etc.) emerged from the analysis. Units that did not fit into a 

theme category were placed into a "miscellaneous" category, and some of these were 

used to clan@ other items later in the analysis. This process was repeated until a 

consistency devefoped with regard to themes and sub-themes. A negative case analysis 

tested the validity of the categorization process by re-paraphrasing items to see if they 

would fit into different categories in an attempt to refûte the themes that emerged in 

the first stage. If the re-paraphrasing did not increase clarity of the item, it was 

retumed to the original category that it was extracted fiom. The general process of 

qualitative analysis that was used in this study was adapted fiom Lincoln and Guba 

(1985). The use of negative case analysis was adapted nom Erlandson, Hams, 

Skipper, and Allen (1 993). The participants' life stories were summarized and 

organized according to the major themes that had been established a priori. Member 
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checking was conducted with the two respondents who were interviewed over a 

number of e-mail exchanges. The Life story for these respondents was developed by the 

researcher and was reviewed and verified as accurate by each. The final stage of the 

life story analysis involved surnrnarizing the respondents' experiences into an 

interwoven pattern that reflected the reality of their iived expenence. 

3.4 Personal Experience of Interviewing and Analyzing Data 

Being a deafened adult made collecting and analyzing the data a more 

challenging task for me than it would be for a more neutral researcher. Dunng the 

interviews, the participants' Iife stories elicited emotional responses within me because 

of my ability to empathize with their experiences. 1 had first hand experience with 

some events that they described. I sometimes found myself walking a thin line between 

asking a question and leading the respondent's answers. In other cases, 1 fought to 

suppress anger at the treatment that participants received from others, particularly 

when one participant expressed absolute hopelessness in his life as a deafened person. 

To protect the integrity of the data collection process, 1 sought refuge in the use of my 

prepared i n t e ~ e w  guide when my objectivity was threatened during the interviews. 1 

used it to keep my line of questioning as neutral as possible while speaking with the 

interviewees. 

My ability to empathize required me to pay extra attention to professional and 

persona1 boundaries dunng the data analysis stage. This is because it would have been 

easy to misrepresent the words of the participants by injecting emotion that existed in 
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me, but not in the speaker. After the initiai categorization process, the use of the re- 

categorization process (negative case analysis) in the final stages enabled me to 

challenge my interpretations of the data. This was done several times for each 

participant's story until 1 was confident that the emergent themes were an accurate 

representation of what respondents actually said. 



4. Results 

In the first section of this chapter, the life stories of the eight respondents are 

reported. To acknowledge the evolution in the medical and social environment, the 

stories are organized chronologically so that the earliest respondent to be deafened 

(Knsty) is reported first, and the most recent (Luc) is last. For confidentiality, the 

respondent names are pseudonyrns, resembling the respondent's actual name only in 

gender. Many of the life stories refer to a major service agency seMng deaf, deafened, 

and hard-of-hearing people. This will be referred to as the Agency, to avoid the 

suggestion that this particular agency has been singled out for criticism. 

The second section of this chapter presents the themes noted in the eight life 

stories. 



4.1.1 Kristy 

4.1.1.1 Identifying Information 
Respondent number one is a Caucasian female in her early mies. Coping with 

hearing loss was a life long experience for Kristy. S he acquired a mild hearing loss in 

her childhood that progressed to profound deafhess by the time she entered early 

adolescence. Kristy's deafhess is genetic. It is a hereditary trait that emerged in several 

members of her family tree. She has been deaf for 3 9 years. 

Krïsty rated her speechreading cornprehension level as high, and ber sign 

language comprehension as low. The respondent acquired her speechreading skills 

through daily interaction. She leamed to use rudimentary sign language through 

sporadic contact with deaf people who speak in Arnerican Sign Language (ASL). As a 

preferred communication method, Kristy relies on her cochlear implant (CI) when 

speaking with others. (A cochlear zmplun~ consists of a bundle of electrodes surgically 

implanted in the inner ear. The device transrnits signals received by an ear-level 

extemal microphone to an extemally wom sound processor, which passes signals to 

the implanted electrodes via wires terminating in a transdermal magnet. Contemporary 

implants typicaily have multiple channels corresponding roughly to 22 discrete 

frequencies over the speech range, which are rapidly stimulated as directed by the 

sound processor, to relay a synthesized version of the sound input that many CI users 

are able to leam to interpret as speech.) 



Knsty avoids using speechreading because "lip-reading znhibits CI use." She 

does not expenence many difficulties understanding verbal communication. Kristy said 

that her cochlear implant provides a high level of comprehension of verbal speech. 

This includes one-on-one conversations, settings with multiple speakers, and 

disembodied voices (Le., voices on the telephone). She claims that only a noisy 

environment reduces her ability to understand verbal dialogue. 

Kristy has a bachelor's degree in computer science, and worked in computer 

programming before exercising an early retirement option. Her previous employers 

include firms in the private sector, an acadernic institution, and the Agency. She now 

spends her time doing volunteer work for the Agency and writing. 

The respondent lives in a densely populated city in southem Ontario. She 

mamed a hearing person many years afier the onset of deafhess, and has a grown 

child. Their family relationship is close and supportive. Knsty has regular contact with 

her sibling, but seldorn sees extended family mernbers. She reported socializing only 

among other cochlear implant recipients. This is because she "$ozinda bond with these 

people." She says that is because they share the experience of the cochlear implant 

candidacy evaluation process. She does not relate to people of Deaf Culture or 

deafened people that do not use a cochiear implant because "CI users wanr lo Iive NI 

~ h e  hearing milieu." 



4.1.1.2 Pre-morbid Life 
Before the onset of deafhess, Knsty was raised in a small rural town in eastem 

Ontario by her immigrant parents. She and her fnends participated in conventional 

childhood activities in the region. She attended school, went hiking with her dog, 

swam, skated, and socialized with her peers. When she entered adolescence, attending 

parties, dancing, and dating relationships becarne the nom. As in rnost srna11 towns, 

her classrnates advanced through the grade levels together; she was well-known 

among her peers. 

As Kristy's hearing loss is hereditary, she had extensive exposure to hearing 

loss before the onset of deafness. This includes her deaffather, and a few people in her 

extended family with varying degrees of hearing loss. Unlike many other families with 

genetic deahess, the respondent's family does not use sign language. On the contrary, 

her hearing farnily members believed that the deaf member should hide hearing loss 

through the reliance on oral communication and social withdrawal. Her mother 

encouraged her to conceai rnild hearing loss and deny her father' s deafhess. She once 

described her father as being ''wenk," because he "seemed so dependetzt on others." 

She once, for exarnple, expressed "repulszon" that her father paid people to drive him 

to work because he believed that "deaf peopie should not possess a driver's license." 

4.1.1.3 Onset of Deafness 
The first syrnptom of hearing loss was Kristy's reliance on visual cues to 

comprehend verbal speech. This occurred at approxirnately the age of tliree. Several 

family members noticed that the respondent did not respond to voices outside her line 



of sight. Kristy does not know whether this condition was congenital or acquired, but 

she had a mild loss of hearhg. Her parents did not address the condition because it 

remained stable and mild until she reached 10 years of age. At this point, her heanng 

began to deteriorate, causing problems at school. Her hearing was tested and she was 

diagnosed with a moderate hearing Ioss. Three years later, her heanng underwent a 

sudden decline that left her with profound biaurd deafhess. Thus, dthough her first 

hearing loss was in the preschool years, her transition to deafhess was within the same 

age range as many other deafened adults. 

4.1.1.4 Impact of Becoming Deaf 
Becoming deafplaced the respondent in an emotional limbo. She did not view 

herself as being "deaf," but she did not relate to being a "hearing" person either 

Compounding this confusion is that her mother's instructions to conceal this hereditary 

trait. Her mother told her ''[rto~ io] tel[ ayone yow dad is deaf. ..don 'I let t h  

knod' After Kristy became profoundly deaf, her mother instructed her to conceal her 

own deafhess as well. This increased the friction that existed between her father and 

herself The respondent feared becoming like him, and the prospect of it made her feel 

ashamed, angry, and lonely. The extended family members were not supportive. Her 

rnother was condemned for "perpeluaring the deaf gene." They beiieved that adoption 

ought to be the preferred method of building families in this situation. Thus, the 

respondent hid her hearing loss from others. Kristy reported bluffing comprehension 

dunng conversations, but that this tactic was ofien unsuccessfÙ1. When her lack of 



cornprehension was exposed, she became embarrassed, but continued to deny her 

deafhess. "1 kept my head down. Don 't make a fuss. 1 didtz 't ask for heip . .. l didn 't ask 

for concession, " she stated. 

Becoming de& during adolescence limited Kristy's social interaction. Although 

she was accustomed to using speechreading while speaking with others, she found that 

she could no longer use the telephone. Unlike her peers, the respondent avoided 

contacting her fiends through telephone because she needed her mother to relay the 

call. This caused embarrassrnent and had a constricting effect on her social life. Her 

mother was able to decide who could contact Kristy, and who could not. Furthermore, 

the respondent's peers believed that she was "odd7 because she never spoke with them 

on the phone. Kristy's peers stopped inviting her to social events, and she became 

socially withdrawn. Her social network was reduced to two individuaIs. These were 

the only peers who understood the magnitude of Kristy's hearing ioss. 

Kristy's pattern of denial and avoidance continued into her adulthood. She did 

not ask for accommodations, and fiequently bluffed comprehension in conversations 

with others. While her speechreading skilis helped conceal hearing loss, her inability to 

understand verbal speech becarne obvious to others. Instead of being forthcoming 

about her disability, she continued to deny it. She would treat any fauxpas as an 

insignificant event and distanced herself fiom the incident. Friendships in her 

adulthood were few. She fiequently avoided people who knew she was deaf, and 

situations that required a Iot of interaction. 



4.1.1.5 Rehabilitation Experiences 
Although Knsty's hearïng loss was first noticed during her early childhood, it 

wasn't until she was 10 years of age before her first hearing test. This was done at the 

school's insistence because Kristy began struggling in school. Her parents took her for 

a hearing test, and she was diagnosed with a rnoderate hearing loss. As treatmrnt, her 

physician recomrnended a tonsillectomy. He suspected that a throat idection caused 

the decline in hearing. The surgery, however, did not restore her hearing. The 

physician then referred her to a hearing aid dispenser, and she was fitted with hearing 

aids. The respondent received no other rehabilitation seMces during her pre-aduit 

years. 

In 1980, Kristy leamed of the development of cochlear implants in an Agency- 

published magazine. The technology was still in its clinical trial period, but she applied 

to undergo the cochlear implant candidacy evaluation process. Several tests were 

conducted to deterrnine if she was an appropriate candidate for the procedure. This 

included an audiogram, a CT scan, balance testing, and psychological screening. The 

respondent's was application was rejected because "the technologv was tao crude 

back ~hen." She described the device as being "primitive" and inadequate to remedy 

her deafhess. This rejection caused disappointment for her, but her expectations were 

low 

M e r  she was rejected for cochlear implant candidacy, the respondent had an 

audiogram each year. During her visits, she asked the audiologist if there was 



"anything new" in the way of remedies for deahess. For 1 1 years, his answer was 

negative. By 1991, cochlear implants evolved from a single to a multi-channel device, 

and the governrnent approved it for use in a wider range of deaf people. The 

respondent applied for cochlear implant candidacy a second time. M e r  undergoing the 

identical evaluation process, she became eligible for implantation. Ln 1993, Kristy 

received the cochlear implant. 

The respondent did not receive immediate benefits fiom the implant. The 

rehabilitation was slower than she expected. She said that the quality of the sound that 

the device initially produced was "horrible" and she became nauseated. It was difficult 

for her to discem one sound fiom another. Furthermore, after 35 years of deafhess, 

she was not used to hearing so many sounds at once. Another factor that slowed 

rehabilitation progress was her speechreading skill. She believes her reliance on 

speechreading led her to neglect listening to voice patterns during conversations. She 

often visited the cochlear implant centre to modib her auditory map (the fiequency 

profile of response programmed into the implant's sound processor). M e r  six months, 

she began to comprehend verbal speech. 

4.1.1.6 Coping Strategies 
The respondent entered a career that required little interaction. She worked in 

data processing and computer programrning at a time before cornputers became 

household appliances. Her s u p e ~ s o r  and CO-workers knew about her deafness 



because she felt obliged to disclose it when seeking employment. A majority of the 

work involved autonomous assignments in which memos replaced verbal conversation. 

Kristy once worked for the Agency. Aithough it served deafand hard-of- 

hearing people, the respondent did not socialize with the clients. She avoided other 

deaf people, and resisted learning sign langage. She stated she "kw deuf people 

signing in the sb-eei. I wasn 'I like them. ..I wes repelled by thal." In the end, Kristy 

only lemed a rudirnentary level of sign language ski11 because it facilitated interaction 

with a few de& CO-workers. 

The respondent's denial of deafness was reduced at her husband's request. He 

encouraged her to "acknowledge it raiher rhar1 hide if, and blu& and ask for help, if1 

need il . .  .Don 't just sit fhere and mile." I f ,  in conversation, Knsty did not assert her 

needs, her husband would moderate the dialogue by asking others to speak more 

slowly and clearly. The respondent believes that her husband was instrumental to her 

acknowledgement of deafness. 

4.1.1.7 Reflections and Recommendations 
The respondent also stated that she has corne to terms with the oppression that 

she received fiom family rnember during her youth. She described her parents as 

"producis of the tirnes," and believes they would be different if alive today. She 

declined to describe the quality of her relationship with extended family members. 

Kristy expressed disappointment in rehabilitation services, but made it clear 

that she does not blame the professionals involved. She said their tools were 



inadequate to remedy her hearing loss. It was only with cochlear implant technology 

that they had something tc  offer her. She stated that "they were probably asfnstlrated 

us I was at thezr imbility to cure my deafnss-" The respondent is satisfied with the 

'cwonde@'7 work of the cochlear implant tearn. She attributes adjusting to deafiiess to 

cochlear implant technology, and believes that other deafened people should seek help 

through cochlear implants. Kristy stated that deafened adults should be implanted 

"Ïrnmediately-to minÏmÏze the tratirnu" of pro found hearïng loss. 

4.1 .2 Chantal 

4.1.2.1 Identifying Information 
Respondent number two is a Caucasian female in her mid-fifties. The cause of 

Chantal's hearing loss is unknown. It began as a mild loss during her early twenties, 

and slowly progressed into deafhess at the age of 34. The decline of Chantai's hearing 

was not linear. Her ability to hear faded in a senes of altemating declines and plateaus 

until she expenenced a final rapid deterioration at the end. She has been deaf for 26 

years. 

Chantal assessed her speechreading cornprehension level as high, and her sign 

Ianguage comprehension level as moderately high. She uses speechreading to 

supplement her cochlear impact when speaking with most normal-hearing people. She 

does not have dificulties understanding verbal dialogue conversing in most situations. 

The onfy exceptions are conversations among large groups or  in noisy environments. 

She stated that the use of mdimentary sign langage to support verbal speech 



increases her comprehension level. When speaking with people who use sign language, 

the respondent uses sign language. 

Chantal has a graduate degree in behavioural sciences. She is employed at an 

elementary school for deafchildren. Her previous ernployers were also agencies that 

provide services to deaf and hard-of-hearing people. At one time, Chantal was a 

counsellor with the Agency. 

The respondent rnarried a decade before the onset of deafhess and divorced 

shortly afler she became de& She raised her two children on her own while attending 

college. She is a native of a rural area of northem Ontario, but presently lives alone in 

a populated city in the southem part of the province. Her pastimes include visiting 

relatives and fnends, reading books, and attending cornmunity-based events. 

Chantal feels that she has accepted deahess as a part of her identity, but she 

does not feeI limited by this condition. She has hearing %ends as well as deaffnends. 

Most of her family learned to use rudimentary sign language while speaking with her. 

Some of her fiends learned mdimentary sign language while others reiy on oral 

communication. For some fnends, ASL is a native language. Chantal believes that she 

enjoys the best of both the hearing and the deaf worlds. 

4.1.2.2 Pre-morbid Life 
The respondent was raised in an unconventional family structure. Her parents 

divorced while she was Young, and she was cared for by a close relative. Her only 

sibling was raised apart with a dEerent relative. She had a moderate level of contact 
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with her sibling, infiequent contact with her mother, and no contact with her father. 

The reason for the marita1 breakup was never exptained to her. Chantal suspects that 

alcohol abuse played a prominent role in the problems that led to her living 

arrangement. This made her feel different than her peers. She felt that she had to keep 

" m y  secrets" from her friends. This made it difficult for her to iden@ with peers. 

They had families while she did not. Chantal confessed that she ofien took refuge in 

her fnends' homes because "1 loved them ... I wished they were mine." 

Chantal married shortly before the first symptom of hearing loss appeared, and 

relocated fiom her home town to a large city. They moved to accommodate her 

husband's promotion. She stated that she felt lost in a big city and felt "very, very 

lune&." Six months afier settling down in her new home, the respondent noticed a 

ringing in her ear that marked the beginning of heanng loss. 

Chantal's only pnor contact with deafhess was befnending a heanng person 

with a deafspouse. She stated that, while she had no discomfort during brief 

exchanges with this individual, she "did not learn anythitzg about deafness" frorn hirn. 

4.1.2.3 Onset of Deafness 
At the onset, the tinnitus was mild without an obvious reduction in Chantal's 

hearing ability. This, initially, led the respondent to believe that it was her imagination. 

She came to this conclusion d e r  repeated cornplaints to medical professionals went 

unanswered or ignored. Chantal stated: "[Il didn 'r connect il [tinnitus] lo my 

heariizg.. .l thought I was going cmïy". As the ringing grew in intensity, the 



progression of hearing loss became apparent to all. The process took about ten years 

to progress to deafhess. 

4.1.2.4 Impact of Becoming Deaf 
The onset of deafness led to deterioration in the quality of her marriage. 

Although there was already fiction in her rnamage, hearing loss exacerbated these 

pre-existing marital problems. "He Iiked me to be a perfect wife, and then I wum 7. If 

really bothered him." -4s her hearing deteriorated further towards deafhess, the 

frequency of disharrnony grew. Chantal described, for exarnple, that she was reluctant 

to inform others about her deafhess. "1 didn 'f admit it ... 1 never thought of myselfns 

deaf" She minirnized its magnitude by telling others that she was hard of hearing. She 

was unable to share her feelings about this condition. She also feared attending social 

events that involved people who were critical to her husband's career. She believed 

that her lack of participation in group discussions made her seem snobbish. Moreover, 

she feared the risk of embarrassing herself and her husband over a misunderstanding 

caused by her inability to hear. They quarreted if she stayed home, or if she went with 

him, he berated her for some communicative fauxpas when they amved home 

afterwards. These arguments were usually one-sided with hirn screaming at her. They 

were often filled with derogatory cornments, and violence on a few occasions. "You ' re  

deaj Why do I bother talking 10 you?!" During these quarrels, she could only see his 

anger, but not grasp the reason for it. These incidents left her in a state of 

bewildement and high anxiety. 



The f e u  that d e h e s s  rendered her unemployable prevented her from ending 

the marriage. At the onset, Chantal was in the last year of her academic program and 

unemployed. Group discussion comprised a large portion of the respondent's 

professionai interaction. Her growing inability to fùnction in these settings threatened 

her professional competence and sense of security. She pondered: "lfl cozrldn 'i do 

group work, what am Igozttg ro do? How wilï I razse my children?" Furthemore, she 

blames hearing loss for a lost job opportunity because she responded to the 

interviewer's questions with vague answers. This may have made her appear 

unqualified or mentally slow. She explained that, dunng the employment interview, 'Y 

was trying so hard IO be sure ofwhat they (interviewers) were asking me but I didn '1 

want to ndmit it [hearing Iossj zo ?hem, or mysev" The respondent believed that she 

had no control over her life. She expenenced episodes of depression and despair. She 

said that she "jefelt so helpless!" . 

Eventuaily, Chantal's maniage dissolved, and she found herself more isolated. 

She lived in a large city, a great distance fiom her farnily. Communication with her 

relatives was difficult. She depended on wri-tten correspondence or asked others to 

place telephone calls for her. 

4.1.2.5 Rehabilitation Experiences 
When the tinnitus began, Chantal was exarnined by a physician to determine its 

cause. The doctor tested her hearing by holding a vibrating tuning fork behind her 

head. Because she heard the sound of the vibrating fork, the physician concluded that 



she did not have a hearing loss. For a thorough evaluation, the physician referred 

Chantal to an audiologist. Instead of performing full audiometry, the audiologist 

repeated the tuning fork test, with identical results. The audiologist found nothing 

wrong with the respondent's hearing. Chantal said that both the physician and the 

audiologist did not acknowledge her concems. They ignored her questions about her 

ringing ears or disrnissed its existence. "They pu2 the tunzng fork behind my ear and 

said1 wasfine ... they rnzrst have ~hozghr I wos crazy- " For some time afier the initial 

exams, Chantal retumed to these individuals to cornplain about the growth in the 

intensity of the ringing. They told her each time "lhat it [hearing- wasflrze; there was 

noproblem. " She estimates that she complained to them about the tinnitus 

approximately 15 times in the period of five years, but "they never gave me a r d  

heorï~lg test. " 

Later, Chantal was examined by another physician (#2) for an unrelated iliness. 

She rnentioned her ringing ears. incidentally, to him. He suggested that she may have a 

hearing loss and recommended a hearing test. Upon her inquiry if the ringing was real 

or imaginary, Physician #2 informed her that tinnitus was physiological pathology. 

This was the first time that she learned that the nnging did not suggest mental illness. 

"1 felt relieved to have an ansver for what w m  wrong." 

Physician #2 referred Chantal to an audiologist (#2). He conducted her first 

audiometric hearing test. The results confirmed that she had a mild to moderate 

hearing loss. She was fitted with hearing aids and uistnicted on çtrategies to enhance 



their use. Following this treatment, the respondent had an annual hearuig test done. 

Audiologist #2 tracked the progression of her hearing loss fiom mild to profound. She 

needed to upgrade to more powefil hearing aids biannually. Chantal followed this 

process for eight years. After being refitted with several pairs of hearing aids, the 

benefits ceased, and she stopped using them. The respondent discontinued 

consultation with audiologist #2 &er she becarne deafened. 

Zn the early 1 WOs, Chantal applied to be evaluated for cochlear implant 

candidacy. She leamed of cochlear implant technology fiom articles in magazines 

related to hearing loss. She elected this procedure because she wanted more options in 

life than were available to her. Chantal underwent and passed the screening process. In 

1996, afier 20 years of being deaf, she becarne a cochlear implant user. 

4.1.2.6 Coping Strategies 
Chantal was still in school when her hearing detenorated to deafhess. She 

applied for tuition support 60m the provincial vocational rehabilitation office. The 

rehabilitation counsellor approved her application and she was able to complete her 

program. Through the Agency, the vocational rehabilitation department also rented a 

few adaptive technology devices for her use. Such devices included a portable FM 

loop system (a device that increases the audio reception of hearhg aids that are 

located inside the "loop" transmission area) and a TTY (also known as a 

Telecommunication Device for the Deaf [TTD]; an instrument that allows deaf people 

to contact each other over the telephone by displaying dialogue in a visual format. 



Such conversations require with one TTY at each end to communicats over the 

telephone. Telephone conversations between hearing and deaf people are facilitated 

though an on-line translation service othenuise known as a dual party relay senrice). 

Chantal elected to do volunteer work at the Agency. During her time at this 

organization, she began learning sign language and met other deaf people. She 

received support in coping with deafness fiom the Agency's staff. Three years later, 

Chantal's volunteerism with the Agency becarne a full-time job. The Agency hired her 

as a counsellor to de& and hard-of-heating people. 

Because she was in a turbulent mam'age, the respondent had already 

participated in several self-help groups. She attended Alanon meetings during her 

hard-of-hearing period. She also attended Setf-Help for Hard of Hearing People 

(SHHH) meetings. She continued to participate in these groups for a time, but 

withdrew when she began to feel that she did not have a rapport with the other 

members. At one point, she became involved in a self-help group for deafened adults. 

She felt cornfortable among the group mernbers, but travelling distance prevented 

reguIar attendance. Furthermore, most of the members lived a distance fiom the 

meeting site, and the group eventually disbanded. 

4.1.2.7 Reflections and Recommendations 
The respondent expressed that she is only moderately satisfied with the 

rehabilitation that she received. She stated that, Save a few, the rehabilitation 

professionals were not sympathetic to her needs. She said that some of the medical 



professionals treated her better than others, but "there wasn 't a lot of informatlion 

available to them." 

Chantal attributes beneficial coping to her membership in the various self-help 

groups that she encountered. She particularly betieves that Alanon helped her the 

most-even more than the self-help group for deafened people. This is because pre- 

existing problems and deafhess-related problems were entwined. She could not discem 

which was the main cause of her unhappiness. "1 had a 101 of problems. Deafiess 

complicated things." She elected to take a holistic approach to coping with her 

problems. ''1 didn 't foms on my deafriess, but on my lrfe situation." 

The respondent believes that a deafened counsellor would facilitate coping 

better than the hearing ones that she encountered. She said that "a hearing cozirzsellor 

might be good, birt a deafened counsellor could be more aware, understand the real 

issues." 

4.1.3 Eivis 

4.1.3.1 Identifying Information 
Respondent number three is a Caucasian male in his mid-forties. Elvis became 

aware of his hearing loss dunng middle adolescence. He was not aware of it at first. It 

was others who noticed that he sometirnes did not respond to voices or sounds that 

others could hear. The respondent's heanng loss was mild at first, but progressed to 

deafhess in adulthood. Elvis has been deaffor approximately 28 years. 



Elvis rated his speechreading comprehension level as high and his sign 

language comprehension Ievel also as high. He acquired speechreading through day- 

to-day experience, and learned sign language in a course at a community college. He 

relies both on speechreading and sign language while speaking with others. Elvis 

experiences difficulty comprehending verbal speech only with people who do not use 

sign language. Although he communicates well in one-on-one conversations with non- 

signing speakers, his comprehension declines as the numbers of speakers grow. His 

ability to comprehend increases considerably when the others use at least rudimentary 

sign language or other visual cues. Among other deaf people, Elvis does not encounter 

communication barriers. He does not Wear hearing aids. 

Elvis has a graduate degree in behavioural sciences. He is employed by a non- 

profit employment agency for disabled people. His previous ernployers include other 

non-profit agencies and the provincial governrnent. One of his past employers was the 

Agency. He has held a variety of occupational roies that included counselling, 

comrnunity development, and administration, 

The respondent is married and has children whose ages range ftom rniddle 

childhood to adolescence. Elvis did not elaborate on his present Me. His pastirnes are 

gardening, theater, and reading. He was once involved in activism, but no longer is, 

and prefers to keep a Iow profile. 



4.1.3.2 Pre-morbid Life 
When describing his pre-deafhess life, Elvis reports that he was closer to his 

mother than he was to his father. Although he spent a lot of time working at the family 

store, he had Linle interaction with his father at home. "My &d worked more thmr me. 

he didn ' I  have much timr for zis during my teen years." The respondent's mother 

managed the day-to-day family issues, and was more involved in his upbringing. 

Despite this, Elvis believes that his pre-deafhess life was "normal by any srandmd of 

the &y." He was, and still is, close to his two siblings. The respondent had no contact 

with deafhess prior expenencing a profound hearing loss. 

4.1.3.3 Onset of Deafness 
At mid-adolescence, others began to notice a slight loss in Elvis's hea~ng. He 

did not respond to others under certain circumstances such as being called fiom 

another room. He also needed the television audio turned up higher than the others in 

the same room could comfortably tolerate. When they turned the volume down to a 

cornfortable level, the respondent complained that it was too low. At school, Elvis did 

not seern to understand questions that the teacher called on him to answer. More 

noticeably, he was usually unaware of these discrepancies. After a parent-teacher 

conference, his parent took him for a hearing test. It revealed that he had a mild 

hearing loss of an unknown cause. It was mild at that point, but would not remain 

stable. Over the years, the respondent experienced a steady deterioration of hearing 

that lasted until shortly after entering college. Five years after its discovery, Elvis had 

profound biaural deafhess. 



4.1.3.4 Impact of Becoming Deaf 
Elvis described his initiai reaction to being diagnosed with a hearing loss as 

"'disbelief de riper." While still in high school, he denied the loss and blamed his lack 

of comprehension on others. "1 fek !he problems were no1 mine ... 1 blamed fhe feacher 

who picked on me, or other people for talhing ioudso 1 coidd flot hear." As his 

hearing declined fùrther, the respondent's frequencies of classroom misunderstanding 

grew. These gaffes caused embarrassrnent in fiont of his peers. Elvis stated that these 

episodes left him feeling incompetent and full of self-doubt despite receiving high 

marks in a11 courses but one. Failing a typing course forced the respondent to 

acknowledge his hearing loss. The instmctor used audible cues instead of teaching 

from a text book. He could not hear the belis that marked the beginning and end of the 

exams. "It was the only course that I failed ... still pisses me 08" 

The response of the respondent's family compounded his self-doubt. f i s  father 

told him that hearing loss would block the respondent's enrollment at university, and 

he should settle for a realistic career path. His father's words caused emotional 

distress. Elvis said that his heart disagreed with this prediction, but his head told him 

to trust his father's wisdom. His mother offered only perfunctory support. "My mom 

zcsed to suy I couid, bzrt in her eyes. 1 could tell that she didn 'I really believe if." 

Furthemore, hearing loss was a non-issue at home. "It was not disnrssed" Worse yet, 

his father minimized its magnitude by telling others that the respondent's hearing loss 



was "b srnullproblern." This lack of support and guidance deflated the respondent's 

confidence. Ygot  cairght in a cycle of c m  'îs." 

The respondent's lack of comprehension extended to the social area. He 

descnbed his high school years as ionely ones. His family moved into t o m  shortly 

before the onset of hearing loss, and not being a native of the community had already 

delegated him to "second class status." He was not welcome among the "in crowd," 

and to compound his classroom embarrassment, he was harassed after school. At best, 

they avoided hm; in the worst cases, a few individuais would shout 'kead my lips7' 

before launching a string of profanities. His only fnends were other individuals on the 

f'ringes of their class grade level. This led to periodic episodes of depression. 

Elvis had few romantic relationships dut-ïng high school. Hearing loss did not 

make him an attractive dating prospect. His occasional dates were with females 

outside his peer group. They were either in another class level or attended a different 

school (or both). Hearing loss and self-doubt made it dificult for Elvis to make 

comrnitments as well. His relationships usually consisted of one date. This allowed hirn 

to conceal his hearing loss. He broke off relationships when his partner began to notice 

the extent of his hearing loss. This pattern left him feeling unfülfilled. 

4.1.3.5 Rehabilitation Experiences 
Upon noticing that Elvis was unresponsive to certain sounds, his parents took 

him to a physician to determine its cause. The physician conducted a heanng test with 

a tuning fork. The respondent's lack of response to portionsof the exarn confirmed 



that he had a rnild hearing loss. The physician recommended a tonsillectomy to d e  

out a throat infection as its cause. Despite the absence of symptoms of an illness (e-g., 

fever and nausea), the physician removed Elvis's tonds. When this procedure did not 

improve his hearing, the respondent was referred to an ENT (ear, nose, and throat 

specialist, or otorhinolaryngologist) for fùrther evaluation. The specialist determined 

the extent of the respondent's hearing loss and referred him to an audiologist. The 

respondent's parents did not act on this referral because they plamed to move to 

another province within a month. 

A short time after moving, Elvis was examined by an ENT (#2) in the new 

province. The ENT #2 confirmed the original diagnosis, and referred him to a second 

audiologist. The respondent was fitted for a pair of hearing aids and received training 

to enhance their use. Elvis used hearing aids to support speechreading for a penod of 

four years. 

The respondent elected to discontinue hearing aid use when they no longer 

provided comprehension of verbal communication. By 1975, his residual heaiin; 

detenorated until he heard only environmental sounds with hearing aids. At this point, 

he entered graduate school with the accessibility support of the provincial vocational 

rehabilitation office. He fimctioned in the classroom with the use of sign language 

interpreters, notetakers, and academic support counselling. The vocational 

rehabilitation office also fiinded his tuition as welI. The vocational rehabilitation office 



subcontracted the Agency to provide these accessibility features. This was a pre- 

established relationship that applied to al1 students with hearing loss or  deafhess. 

4.1.3.6 Coping Strategies 
To cope with deafhess in daily life, Elvis purchased several adaptive 

technofogy devices through the Agency. He acquired a TTY, visual doorbell, and a 

vibrating alarm clock. (Closed caption decoders for dispiaying television text 

transcription did not exist at the time.) These devices allowed him to be Iess dependent 

on others. 

Elvis became more reliant on visual cues when speaking with others. His 

speechreading ability had improved with expenence and he attended courses in sign 

language. Moreover, he  enrolled in a speechreading course shortly after forgoing 

hearing aids to improve on his pre-existing skills. 

The respondent developed a few practices to minimize obstacles to social 

interaction. He befkiended non-judgmental people. He said that this drew him towards 

"intelleclt[al types." He also developed relationships with people who became social 

mentors. These mentors were usually his fnends' parents who offered support, advice, 

and guidance on social functioning and academic problems. Although this help did not 

extend to coping with hearing loss and deahess, these individuals filled the "void" in 

Elvis's life. They provided positive role modeling that he lacked at home. He said that 

discussions with his "adopted" families gave hirn a forum to explore feeling and 

receive feedback on his ideas. 



Elvis found that enrolling in independent study courses reduced accessibility 

barriers. This helped him avoid attending lectures that often held liale benefit for him. 

He spent his time reading and conducting research instead. Reading courses also gave 

him more one-on-one exposure with his professors. Direct contact with Elvis also 

improved their understanding of his communicative needs. They spent more time with 

him and gave him tips on which of his classmates could offer more help academicdly. 

One supportive professor supervised a study in which the respondent examined the 

condition of adventitious deafness. This project helped Elvis understand how acquired 

deafhess had affected himself, and becarne his "catharsis." 

Towards the end of his academic program, the respondent became an activist. 

Along with people of various disabilities, he lobbied for greater accessibility to the 

university. He sought for the creation of a special needs office that would catalogue 
* 

and implement strategies that would allow disabled students to gain access to quality 

education. This would eliminate the distraction of arranging accessibility services for 

themselves. This activism taught Elvis how to make use of resources that were 

available to deaf people. 

4.1.3.7 Reflections and Recommendations 
Overall Elvis is satisfied with how well he coped with deafhess. Professionally, 

he excelled over the accomplishments of his former high school antagonists who 

inhibited his acceptance among classmates. "The last t h  I heard, the 'Mafia head' is 

a bag boy at the IGA". Spiritually, he found peace in hîs mamiage and his family. 



The respondent does not attrïbute beneficial coping to the involvement of the 

rehabilitation professionals. Most of them did not understand the issues that he faced. 

"me ENT., mdiologists, and rehabilztalzon counsellors were barely trained tu 

harde adventitious deafness." Furthermore, he was not cornfortable with his 

rehabilitation counsellors because "most of them could bareiyfingerspel." Moreover, 

he stated that he knew more about acquired hearing loss than they did. The ENTs and 

audiologists particularly disappointed Elvis. " They ( E m s  und azrdzologsts] shozrld 

have heen the rmthorities on the condition, but they didn 't try...they di& 't rare." 

Instead of rehabilitation professionals, Elvis attributes his beneficial coping 

with deafhess to research and writing about acquired deafness while in graduate 

school. He also said that the guidance of his social mentors taught him how to deal 

with life and bolster his self-worth. 

EIvis recomrnended that rehabiIitation for deafened adults should include 

intensive family therapy. He believes that the family unit should receive counselling in 

isolation. In a "think tank" environment, the farnily could learn about the deafened 

member's needs without distraction. He said that afler two weeks of this therapy, the 

hearing members would have a better understanding of the communicative needs of 

the deafened member. The respondent also advocated the use of sign langage in the 

home. 



4.1.4 Victor 

4.1.4.1 Identifying Information 
Respondent number four is a Caucasian male in his late thirties. The onset of 

Victor's deafness began while he was in his late twenties. It was the consequence of 

surgery to alleviate the symptoms of Neurofibromatosis Type 2. The respondent 

experienced two episodes of tumours on his auditory nerves (Acoustic Neuroma) 

seven years apart. Between two surgenes, a neurosurgeon removed tumors on  both 

his auditory nerves. The first surgery lefi Victor with absolute deafkess in one ear; the 

second surgery extinguished al1 sound. The respondent has been deaf for 12 years. 

The respondent reported his speechreading comprehension level as moderately 

high and his sign language comprehension ievel as low. Victor has a moderate level of 

difficulty communicating with others. Neurofibromatosis also produces tumors on the 

optical nerve that cm cause diminished vision. Removal of the tumors often causes 

blindness. An additional consequence of the surgeries was facial paralysis. The 

auditory and optic nerves are close to the trigeminal nerves, responsible for facial 

control. The rernoval of neuromas caused a dysfunction in Victor's ability to 

pronounce words. Despite these complications, he c m  understand verbal dialogue in 

one-on-one conversation provided that the speaker remains in his Iine of vision. In 

group settings, the respondent needs verbal dialogue displayed in a visual format (e-g., 

handwtitten notes or CART reporting) to participate in the conversation. 



Victor earned an engineering degree and is employed in a technicd field. He 

began working for his employer after his first surgery, but before the onset of deafhess. 

The respondent was hired as a full-time employee, but has worked on a part-time basis 

for the last 10 years. This change was made to accommodate Victor's multiple 

disabilities. 

The respondent rnarried his partner d e r  the onset of deafhess, and has several 

children. He States that he is close to his farnily "'a[[ things considered." He also has a 

large materna1 farnily that he visits on a regular basis. He has maintained close ties with 

a few heanng fnends that he knew in his heanng days. He attends an occasional 

hockey game with them. Unlike his companions, he talks little wMe the game is in 

play. "1 watch the game and ialk longer duritg Nztermissions." Although he desires 

more involvement, Victor acknowledges t hat "commzcnicating with a deaf persot~ pzri 

a strain on ihem fiiendsh" and reasoned that it is "something fhnt not much cari be 

done about." 

4.1.4.2 Pre-rnorbid Life 
The respondent was raised is in a medium-size city in southem Ontario. He is 

one of six children. Victor was active in recreational sports throughout his childhood 

and adolescence. He played hockey, squash, and participated in long distance bicycling 

between towns. As he entered young adulthood, less active pastimes (e.g., traveling, 

spectator sports, and poker nights) replaced recreational sports. It was dunng his 

young adulthood that the first symptom of hearing loss emerged. When the first 



surgery resulted in hearing loss in one ear, it did not lead to a loss of social 

functioning. Victor continued to participate in his favored pastimes. He was hired by 

his employer nght out of college and has worked for the firm ever since. Victor had no 

pnor contact with deafhess before the onset of deafhess. 

4.1.4.3 Onset of Deafness 
The respondent's first syrnptom of hearing loss began as tinninis in his left ear- 

He reported this to his doctor. The physician referred Victor to an ENT to determine 

the cause of the nnging. When he noticed a slight loss of hearing on the left side, he 

referred the respondent to a neurologist for fùrther examination. The neurologist 

diagnosed the cause of the tinnitus and hearing loss as a spontaneous occurrence of 

Acoustic Neuroma. He recomrnended rernoval of the tumor, and the respondent 

undenvent surgery. Aithough Victor was deafened in one ear, he was able to function 

as a hearing person, as there was no heanng loss in his right ear. The prognosis was 

positive, though a small risk of reoccurrence existed. This lasted for seven years until 

the emergence of tinnitus in the respondent's right ear, and his neural systern was 

reassessed. The neurologist then determined that the Acoustic Neuroma was caused by 

inhented autosomal dominant NF-2. The respondent underwent translabyrinthine 

surgery to remove the entire nght inner ear. This caused absolute binaurai deafhess. 

Victor expenenced complications related to NF-2. ("NF-2 zs a cornplex 

disease".) In addition to causing Acoustic Neurorna, he required several surgenes to 

remove tumors in other sites. He has a loss of vision, facial paralysis, and 



disequilibnum that occasionaliy requires use of a wheelchair. He also has difficulty 

speaking O rail y. 

It did not take Victor long to acknowledge deafhess. As he gained 

consciousness in the post-surgery recovery room, the nurse told him that it was a long 

surgery. He swore that he "cozdd hear her, but the dociors laler did hearing tests, and 

t k e  war  nothing." 

4.1.4.4 Impact of Becoming Deaf 
Waking to absolute silence had a profound impact on Victor. He went into a 

state of shock when he realized the magnitude of his situation. The respondent becarne 

terrified at the prospect of not hearing sounds, particularly his own voice. "1 rhit~k thal 

1 neady died then." He felt betrayed by his doctors. The neurologist rnisdiagnosed his 

condition as a unique episode-not a chronic condition. Victor had believed that the 

nsk of reoccurrence was remote, but becoming deafafter the second surgery 

intensified the impact it had on him. "AU I couid do is wo~der why thal S.O.B. 

couldn 'I  have iold me that [about the filzrre risk of deafrtess] in 19 79" 

The complexity of NF-2 symptoms makes it difficult for Victor to discern 

which issues are unique to deafhess and which are due to other factors. He said that 

the individual seldom responds to a single condition. He became less outgoing after 

the onset of deafhess, but Victor realizes that his speech disorder and facial paralysis 

tend to make some people feel uncornfortable while speaking with him. This thought 

makes him reluctant to meet new people. He also attends sports or social events less 



often than before, but he points out that his wheelchair use may be the prime factor for 

the reduction. Regardless, he occasionally feels isolated and hstrated over the 

influence that NF has on him. 

Besides moderate social withdrawal, deafhess and his other disabilities forced 

Victor to first change occupational roles. He went from a responsible professional 

position to a one with a more supportive roie. When he becarne physically unable to 

work full-time, Victor reduced his hours to part-tirne. This reduced his contact with 

colleagues, as well as lirnited his exposure to new developments in his field. It also 

caused a reduction in his earnings. 

Victor's condition had a negative impact on his parents. Victor's condition lefi 

them heart broken, and they biamed themselves for giving him the gene. Although 

there was no evidence of the NF gene, Victor's parents believe that they should have 

been aware of it. He said this still bothers them. " n e y  [parenrd didn 'I cope very 

well." 

4.1.4.5 Rehabilitation Experiences 
When Victor sought help for tinnitus before the first surgery in 1979, the 

physician attributed the ringing to listening to loud music. Other than age, the doctor 

had no basis for this conclusion. After the respondent protested, the physician 

instructed him to retum if the symptoms did not recede in a few days. The nnging 

remained for over a month, and then he was referred to an ENT for reexamination. 



The ENT suspected Acoustic Neuroma on the auditory nerve when his hearing was 

deficient in ody one ear. 

Seven years later, the ENT again referred Victor to the neurologist when the 

tinnitus returned in his other ear. An examination confirrned that new tumors had 

grown on the respondent's remaining auditory nerve. The ENT explained to Victor 

that this tumor was not independent of the first. Further examination of the 

respondent's neural system revealed that the tumors were generated by NF-2 instead 

of being a spontaneous occurrence. 

Victor required intensive rehabiiitation after the second surgery, more so than 

the first. He received rehabilitation throughout his six week hospitalization. His head 

and neck muscles were rehabilitated by a physiotherapist for four weeks. An 

orthopedic therapist worked with Victor on a daily basis to help him re-leam how to 

walk. He also worked with the hospital speech therapist. 

Upon discharge, the hospital speech therapist referred Victor to an another 

speech therapist (#2) employed at the Agency. He did not attend many therapy 

sessions with speech therapist #2. Transportation to and from the Agency was an 

obstacle. Furthemore, he stated that he was uncornfortable with speech therapist #2 

dunng his few sessions with this individual. "I sometimes felt that ihey were 

babysitting me ." 

Victor began attending rehabilitation sessions *th an occupational therapist 

upon his return to work. The occupational therapist was hired by his Company ta 



facilitate his return to work. The therapist had a high level of contact with the 

respondent. Victor spent four hours, twice a week, with the occupational therapist 

explonng accessibility obstacles and solutions that would enhance his job performance. 

This therapist had no experience working with a deaf person. "1 was  thefirst deaf 

person thar she ever mer." To fil1 this gap, the occupational therapist reviewed the 

available Iiterature on rehabilitation for deahess and labour market re-entry. From this 

research, the occupational therapist developed a rehabilitation plan that included 

strategies for reconstmcting communication modes. She held group therapy sessions 

with the respondent and his CO-workers. The occupational therapist extended this 

strategy outside the workplace. The occupationd therapist visited the respondent at 

home, and held communication reconstmction sessions with the entire family. The 

rehabilitation plan also included assertiveness training and the use of adaptive 

technology devices. The occupational therapist secured fùnding from the employer to 

purchase a few conventional adaptive technology devices (Le., TTY and waming 

lights) and notetakers when Victor attended meetings. The therapist also expenmented 

with seldom-used accessibility features such as Automatic Speech Recognition (ASR) 

and CART stenography. 

The sessions with the occupationd therapist were gradually reduced to an 'on 

call' availability. Victor said that he occasionally contacted the occupational therapist 

for counselling for work-related problems. She provided an objective view of the 

options that were available to him. From this, he selected his course of action. The 



respondent attributes his choice of reducing his number of wcrk hours to part-tirne, 

instead of resiping, to one of these 'on call' sessions. "1 fozind that il was getting too 

hard to rcark. and wan~ed to leme. I thought thot this was somethzng I'd better talk fo 

someone about first. 1 went IO see her (occupational therapist). She explained that I 

had no objective reason for quitring; my boss was happy ivith the job that I wns 

doing. A Zso, this w m  the early 1990s, and she eqdained how hmd i f  would 6e t o m  

another job. So I went part-the rather fhm going on disabiliv-" 

4.1.4.6 Coping Strategies 
Victor replaced lost pastimes with new ones. Most of these are activities that 

require little interaction with others. He enjoys cooking and reading. The respondent 

also does volunteer work for Neurofibrornatosis and Acoustic Neuroma support 

groups. 

The respondent uses several adaptive technology devices at home. Most of 

these are designed to accommodate for physical disabilities that are not related to 

deafhess. The respondent uses a TTY for communication through the telephone, but 

prefers Intemet and e-mail instead. For environmental cues, the respondent uses visual 

signaling devices on the doorbell and telephone. He also uses a vibrating alam clock. 

Victor enjoyed a lot of support from his farnily. Their involvement helped him 

cope with the multiple disabilities that he acquired. They quickly adapted to his 

communicative needs, and cared fiom him while he recovered. Extended farnily 

members made a point to visit him often. When he was again able to care for himself, a 



sibling helped hirn find an apartment to increase his independence. After he began 

living on his own, his siblings took tums visiting to see if he needed help. "ln a way. 

deafnss draws you doser to your famzïy andfrends." 

4.1.4.7 Reflections and Recommendations 
The main factor that helped Victor cope was support from the occupational 

therapist. He said that for a person that had no experience with deafpeople, her insight 

and advice were excep tional . "1 rhirik thar she [occtrpatzonal therquisq dzd an 

excellent job." Aithough he thinks highly of her, Victor aiso attributes his recovery to 

the support from his family. 

Victor is satisfied with his rehabilitation process, and he would recornmend it 

to others in a sirnilar situation. "1 learned 20 rvalk aixi tulk ugazn. They mzrst have dotle 

a goodjob." He does find room for improvement though. A few rehabilitation 

professionals "tellyozl what to do znstead of heipzng yuzï along." Victor believes that 

rehabilitation professionals should guide the process. and empower the patient. He 

also said they should be more knowledgeable about deafhess than they were. 'Y woirld 

have fhozrght thal the doctors and the mrrses would have h o w n  more about deafness 

tharz the occupational therapist. n e y  did not.PY 

For a more service-oriented recommendation, Victor believes that deafened 

people need information to cope. He specifically pointed to information related to 

adaptive technology, communication reconstruction7 and an o v e ~ e w  of how deafhess 



brings about new changes and conflicts in life. He said that service providers should 

have a Iist of resources on hand to offer a newly deafened person. 

4.1.5 Lynn 

4.1.5.1 Identifying Information 
Respondent number five is a Caucasian fernale in her mid-forties. She was in 

her late-twenties when her hearing began a progressive decline. By her mid-thirties, 

Lynn experienced a sudden and profound deterioration in her residual hearing. The 

respondent has been deaf for nine years. 

Lynn reports her speechreading cornprehension level as high and her sign 

language comprehension level as moderately low. The respondent relies on 

speechreading while speaking with others, and only uses hearing aids to hear 

environmental sounds. She learned to speechread through day-to-day experience. Lynn 

does not have regufar contact with people who use sign language, despite compieting 

two years of sign language courses at the Agency. She believes that she can 

comprehend spoken communication in one-on-one settings, but has difficulties 

participating in conversations with multiple speakers. 

Lynn has a bachelor's degree in a health care profession, and is employed at a 

hospital. She is a department manager, but also does some penodic work in the 

hospital chic. Both roles require participation in luge interdisciplinary teams. The 

respondent is also active in her church and participates in planning several clergy 

sponsored cornmunity events each year. 



Lynn is manied and with her husband, she has two children. She met her 

spouse during the period that her hearing loss was mild. Her relationship with her 

family is a supportive one. She said that their adaptation to deafkess was excellent. 

The children use fingerspelling to support her speechreading skills but her husband has 

al1 but forgotten the signs that he learned. Although little sign language is used at 

home, Lynn says that she comrnunicates well with her family. This reliance on oral 

communication has led to a deterioration in her own signing skills. She has insufficient 

contact with people who speak in sign language to maintain her own level of 

comprehension. 

4.1 S.2 Pre-morbid Life 
Lynn stated that her pre-heanng loss life was "normal as can be." She was 

raised in a srnaIl town in a rural area of northem Ontario and participated in common 

pastimes of the cornrnunity. She attended school and its extra-curricular activities, 

such as dances. Her summer pastimes included hunting, fishing, and playing sports 

games with fnends. In the winter most of her pastimes were church or school- 

sponsored activities. Shortly before the onset of hearing loss, Lynn graduated fiom 

secondary school. She planned a career in the military and enrolled in the academy. 

Despite being hard of hearing for 16 years, Lynn had no prior contact with deafhess 

before its onset. 



4.1-5.3 Onset of Deafness 
The respondent's first warning sign of hearing loss was the comments of 

others. Several people asked her if she was hard of hearing. Although she believed this 

to be odd, Lynn did not suspect that she had a hearing loss. Soon, Lynn's ears began 

nnging constantly. This led her to undergo a hearing examination. The hearing test 

revealed that a mild hearing Ioss caused the tinnitus. The reason for the hearing loss is 

unknown. Lynn's hearing stabilized at this level, and she continued to fiinction without 

difficulty for ten more years. By her mid-thirties, she developed a serious episode of 

sinus congestion fiom a cornmon cold or dlergy. Although it was normal for her to 

have a reduced hearing ability while ill, this time it did not return after the congestion 

cleared. She waited for two weeks before having her hearing examined. The ENT 

stated that she had irreversible profound biaural deahess. The cause for this second 

decline of hearing is unknown. Unlike her initial loss of hearing, Lynn found that 

deafness was undeniable. Her inabiIity to hear her own voice, with or without hearing 

aids, forced her to acknowledge that she was no longer hard of heanng. ''11 wns scnry 

not hearing my own vozce." 

4.1.5.4 Impact of Becoming Deaf 
The prospect of permanent deafness devastated Lynn. She experienced 

emotional distress and disbelief On the drive home fiom the examination, she became 

overwhelmed and "had fo pull off the road and cry for halfun hour." The respondent 

also experienced episodes of anger. She could not relate to the condition. She did not 

know any deaf'people, nor understand how people could function without hearing. 



She did not know what her rights were as a deafperson, and feared that the province 

would revoke her driver's license. "Al1 of o &den, your whole Zife zs zip in the air." 

Deafhess led to changes in how she penormed her duties at work. Lynn 

became hstrated at not being abie to respond quickly to the needs of other medical 

staff. She could no longer use a ce11 phone or rely on the public address system. At 

meetings, she had dificulty following the agenda. She spent more time struggling to 

determine which topic was being discussed than making contributions. Furthemore, 

she often left important professional development seminars without new knowledge 

because she could not understand the speakers. Lym began feeling anxious about her 

job performance. She no longer felt that she was part of the tearn. The respondent 

even feared that deafhess would eventually lead to job loss. Although Lynn now 

admits that her fear was unjustified, she requested re-assignment to a less interactive 

role even though it fell below her level of training. Her participation on 

interdisciplinary teams ceased; she worked on the periphery. 

For a tirne, the respondent welcorned the new assignment, but soon became 

hstrated at not making contributions to her field. To regain her sense of self- 

actualization, Lynn applied for a non-medical position vacancy in management. She 

felt betrayed when a less qualified, less senior individual won the position. She 

confronteci her superior about the discrimination, but he minimized her feeling. He said 

to her: "I'm sorry you feel thal wqy" without addressing the issue of discrimination. 



Lynn's deafhess caused her parents ernotionai distress. They became upset and 

blarned themselves for the hearing loss. Her parents engaged in counterfactual thought 

as they tried to understand the condition. They believed that their approach to 

parenting was inadequate to prevent the onset of Lym's deafhess, and it would not 

have occurred ifthey would have monitored her health more carefully. "They racked 

their braim to see if1 rnight have taken any medication or something they rnzghr have 

dme to cmse my hearing loss." Most of all, her parents felt guilty that they were not 

the first to notice the decline in Lynn's heanng. "They were quite zrpsel about ii ~hen; I 

ihink it stiZZ bothers them." 

4.1 S.5 Rehabilitation Experiences 
Lynn undenvent a physical examination to qualiw for a military scholarship. A 

hearing test was part of the physical. After the heanng test was compete, the examiner 

asked Lynn if she was hard of hearinç. Being unaware of a decline in her hearing, she 

said no. The examiner responded: 'Y thhk the batteries 111 out- epipment n m r  be 

dead becazise yozi dzdn 't do very welZ." He then gave her a passing mark. M e r  she 

began at the academy, other recruits made comments related to her hearing. She soon 

became aware that it was difficult to fûnction in some situations. It was hard for her to 

participate in classroom debate fiom the last row of the cIassroom and she could not 

comprehend speakers in darkened lecture halls. Lynn attributed this to freshman year 

anxiety, but began to suspect hearing loss when her ears began ringing. At first, the 

intensity of the ringing was low, but when it grew stronger, she went to the military 



hospital for an examination. The rnilitary physician ordered a second hearing test. This 

second audiograrn showed conclusive evidence that she had a hearing loss. Moreover, 

the loss was at a level below military standards. This led to a reassessment of her first 

audiogram. The results of the first audiogram were only slightly better than the second 

one. Lynn's hearïng loss began shortly before entenng service. Because the scholarship 

was awarded based on an erroneous medical assessment, the military allowed her to 

continue with her studies at the academy, but she was not permitted to repon for 

active duty. The respondent was not referred to an audiologist for a hearing aid 

assessrnent. The rnilitary physician said that her hearing loss was still at a mild level 

and "he thought that I wouldrt 't wanl one anywqy." 

Afier Lynn leamed of her hearing loss, she had audiograms taken by a private 

audiologist (#2) on an annual basis. They tracked the progression of her hearing's 

decline. For the first two years &er its discovery, the respondent's hearing loss went 

from mild to moderate. At this point, she was fitted with hearing aids. For the next five 

years, Lynn's heanng remained stable at this level, and audiologist #2 recommended 

reducing the fiequency of her visits. She then had her hearing tests biannually. 

One day, after seven years of hearing aid use, Lynn experienced a sudden 

deterioration in her hearing level. A common cold evolved into severe congestion. 

When the sinus pressure reached its apex, she could not hear her voice anymore-even 

with hearing aids. Her physician prescribed an antibiotic to relieve the congestion. 

After the illness abated, Lynn's hearing did not retum. The physician referred her to an 



ENT. The respondent was examined and the ENT stated the loss was irreversible. He 

did not try to explain the cause and rebuffed her inquires. The ENT said to Lynn: "We 

don 't anwer khy ' pestions here." He then minimized her concem by pointing out 

that she had experience coping with hearing loss. "Don 't worry about it. Look at how 

well you 've copedso far." The ENT's only recommendation was to join one of the 

local clubs for de& people. 

4.1.5.6 Coping Strategies 

Lynn reviewed al1 available information on deafhess to help her cope with her 

new condition. She learned of the Agency through a publication on hearing loss. She 

contacted the Agency's hearing health department to ask for information on their 

services. Lynn received pamphlets and brochures that covered the range of services 

that the organization offers. Lym elected to enroll in their speechreading course to 

improve her pre-existing skills. She participated in this course for seven months. 

During her attendance, she met deaf people who used sign language. She befriended a 

few of these individuals, and began learning some rudimentary signs to speak with 

them. Eventually, Lynn elected to enroll in a sign lanpage course to improve her use 

and comprehension of this language. She attended sign language courses for two 

years. Her husband also enrolled in these courses. 

Lynn was one of two deafpeople enrolled in the sign language course. Most 

attendees were hearing. The other deaf person was also a deafened adult. This 

individual led a peer-run self-help group once a week. The group was comprised of 



deafened adults who were trying to cope with hearing loss. Aside from the leader's 

fundamental training at conducting self-help groups, there were no rehabilitation 

professionais invoIved in these meetings. Lynn began attending self-help sessions and 

continued until the group disbanded. AIthough the duration of attendance in self-help 

was less than one year, Lynn said that she "was v e v  cornfortuble wilh them .. . i f  \vas 

ahaysftrn to go to self-help." 

After the incident of discrimination at work, Lynn believed that deahess made 

her less forthcorning about her feelings. In response, she enrolled in assertiveness 

training sponsored by her employer. Afierwards, she felt less hesitant about asking for 

accommodations. Ironically, a discrimination charge made by another employee led to 

a restructuring of management roles. Another individual took over Lynn's department. 

The new department head promoted the respondent into management. Lynn received 

support and guidance fiom her superior while adjusting to this new role. "The new 

senior manager was very, v e v  supportive ... 1 don '1 know if she had any reservarions 

about pu fting me Nt a manager 'S poszlion, bul she supported me zn e verything I did 

Ahays!" 

Lynn also coped with deafhess by networking with other disabled people. This 

network was comprised of people of a variety of disabilities and had a goal of gaining 

more accommodations from the employer. They discussed their individual needs and 

human rights issues. A few of the people in the network were also deafened adults. 

Lynn did not feel cornfortable with these individuals because they "seemed like ~hey 



were still in denial-. They lzp-read al1 the time ... speaking with fhem was Ioo 

exhausting. " 

4.1.5.7 Reflections and Recommendations 
The respondent's post-deafhess life is as active as it was before the onset. She 

does volunteer work for a non-profit agency and is an active member of her church. 

She also presents workshops on acquired deafkess and communication strategies to 

firms in the public and private sectors. 

Lynn becomes fnistrated at being deaf sornetirnes, but not with any particular 

issue. An accumulation of small imtants makes her wish that she was still a hearing 

person. She would like to use a ce11 phone or spend a night out at the movies with her 

family without depending on others to translate the story line. Regardless, Lynn said 

her overall quality of life is good. 

Lynn's primary route to coping with her deafhess was teaching others about 

acquiring a hearing loss. Presenting workshops and otherwise talking about the 

phenornenon carried her beyond the denial stage. " Talking about il. .  .gettzng people îo 

understand that deaf peopk are pretg normal helped" 

Another factor that helped facilitated coping was support from others. This 

includes her husband, parents, and colleagues. One individual that Lynn credits rnost 

of al1 is her senior manager at the hospital. The respondent speaks highly of this 

individual "because of the amo~mr of support that she gave me. I think thot thzs w m  

sort of a big thing in helpzng me cope professïonally." 



Lynn did not offer gratitude to the rehabilitation professionals that she 

encountered. She said they "didn 't do me mtïch good. They had kind of an 

atrittrde.. . there war no empathy ." In view of this deficiency, L ynn recommends 

establishing an information source for deafened people trying to cope with deahess. "I 

think ffperhaps there had been somebo& to s q  'look, these are al/ the ~hings 

mailable. There 's a se(f-heZp grozlp; there 's speechreading classes; there 's sign 

langzlage classes : but there wasn % I had to find them myse K" 

4.1.6 Marie 

4.1.6.1 Identieing Information 
Respondent nurnber six is a Caucasian female in her late forties. Mane became 

deaf during her late thirties due to surgery to al!eviate the symptoms of severe 

Menière's Disease. The cochlea and semi-circular canais of both ears were removed 

throuçh translabyrinthine surgery. She has been deafened for nine years. 

Marie reported her speechreading comprehension level as high and her sign 

language comprehension level as medium. In one-on-one settings, she can comprehend 

spoken speech without difficulties, but has problems when multiple speakers are 

present. In group settings, she is unable to understand verbal dialogue udess assisted 

by an oral interpreter. Marie's deafhess is absolute. She is unable to use a hearing aid 

and is not eligible for cochlear implantation due to the surgery. 

The respondent is employed by a comrnunity-based organization. She 

specializes in advocacy for disabled perçons, and has a high level of contact with the 



public in her role. She participates in public forums on accessibility and presents 

seminars about the needs of disabled people. Before e n t e ~ g  this occupation, she was 

a manager for a local retail business. She spends her personal time volunteering at her 

local parish. Her highest level of education is a high school diploma. 

Marie married two decades before becorning de&, and has one grown child. 

She lives in the rural northern Ontario town where she was raised. She descnbed her 

spouse and child as being close and supportive of her activities. She seldom sees her 

mother; her father is deceased. Other adult family members are not as close, and only 

marginally supportive. Regardless, she has regular contact with al1 farnily members, 

and States they "are stzil the cenlre of the universe lo me." 

4.1.6.2 Pre-morbid Life 
Marie was an amateur musician before becorning de&. She played guitar. and 

was a member of a band for 15 years. When she was not performing, she fiequented 

concerts and recitds. Her pre-deafness life was filled ~ Î t h  volunteerism as well. She 

was a member of the local church auxiliary, the library board, the local legion, and the 

chair of the palliative board. "1 loved Z i j è ,  ioved ro be Nlvolved in the comrn~niry.~' The 

respondent had no prior contact with de& people before the onset of deafness. 

4.1-6.3 Onset of Deafness 
The respondent's hearing loss began with an episode of mild vertigo. Within a 

bnef period of time, tinnitus followed. It was clear that Marie had acquired Menière's 

Disease. Because this condition is incurable, Marie's physician instructed her on 
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vertigo management strategies. Three months later, the vertigo and tinnitus increased 

to physically debilitating levels. She also experienced a painful fullness of the cranial 

cavity, projectile vomiting, and rapid loss of weight. Her doctor prescribed an intense 

pharmaceuticai regimen to lessen the impact of the syrnptoms. This treatment included 

consuming up to twenty pills each day and intravenously administered morphine to 

control pain. Eventually, the physician recommended surgery to end the respondent's 

suffering. Marie's condition was becoming life threatening. 

The surgery caused other disabilities to accompany deafhess. Because the 

procedure removed the respondent's semicircular canals, Marie was unable to walk or 

sit. She had severe disequilibrium, and needed a wheelchair for mobility. Marie also 

experienced facial deformity and speech disabilities as well. The surgery also caused 

blindness in one eye. 

The depth of Marie's deafhess crystallized as she woke from surgery. Although 

the ENT informed Marie, through her husband, about the procedure's consequences, 

she expected deafhess to silence external sounds only. She did not realize that she 

would be unable to hear her own voice. "1 jzist assumed thal 1 wouldrt 't hear anyone 

else ... I thozrght, 'Oh God. they never toki me that I wouldtz 't hem myselispeak! 'P'. 

Only after the surgery for Menière's symptoms did she realize the full consequences. 

4.1.6.4 Impact of Becoming Deaf 
The depth of the silence traumatized Marie. She became terrified at her 

inability to hear her own voice. She denied that it was a permanent condition. "1 rold 



rnyself it 'Il corne bock tornorrow. Jrcst go to sleep, and this day will be over with. All 

will be well again ~omorrow." Her hearing did not return the next moming. "1 bzrrst 

into crying becairse no matter what. I wouldn 't hear music again." 

The respondent spent the first two years of rehabilitation in emotional 

isolation. She was unable to leave the house, and was dependent on others. She could 

not speak or walk. The respondent even required others to spoon feed her at 

mealtimes. Her social life consisted of participation in physical therapy. She saw no 

other people besides medicai staff and family members. In the home, she was 

constantly left out of conversations. A few tned to keep her involved in family 

discussions, but these attempts were shon lived. The dialogue was too rapid for them 

to offer her meaningful participation. Furthemore, Mark could not share her feelings 

with anyone in the family. They only ofered support to address Mane's physical 

disabilities and seemed unable to understand her emotional pain. "7hey all seerned 

defensive about the hearzng pwt, and yet, if1 needed he[p to go to the bathroorn, zhey 

all jumped andpanicked." Moreover, the respondent's feelings were minirnized when 

her mother bluntly told her that, "deafiess zsyourproblern. We ail con hear youjust 

m e .  You have to leam hav to lip-read better." Marie felt she was not free to share 

feelings because her family seemed not to acknowledge the existence of deafhess. 

Feeling rebuked made deafhess more isolating and frightening. "1 felt so wzimportant 

to them." 



After she regained partial mobility using a walker, the respondent was struck 

by a vehicle on her first excursion out of doors. (The driver protested that he had 

sounded the hom.) A fear for persona1 safety led to seclusion at home. Furthemore, 

while recovering fkom this incident, Marie became fearful of meeting new people. 

4.1.6.5 Rehabilitation Experiences 
Marie's rehabilitation included physiotherapy and orthopedic care. The 

physiotherapist rehabilitated the range of motion in Marie's head and neck muscles, 

and the orthopedic therapist taught her how to walk again. The respondent received 

physiotherapy daily for two weeks and orthopedic rehabilitation for the eight weeks of 

her stay in the hospital. After being discharged, Marie attended orthopedic 

rehabilitation, as an outpatient, three times a week for six months. During this period, 

she undenvent additional surgery to correct facial drooping around her blind eye. 

While Marie participated in this regimen, she asked the attending therapists about 

rehabilitation for heanng loss. They told her that hearing rehabilitation would be 

impractical. "There wozrld be nothing at al/. lrhe ears were totally destroyed, and a 

big gaping hole is left where the inner ear is located So, hearing ai& or a cochlear 

implnnr would not reslore my hearing." 

4.1.6.6 Coping Strategies 
With a sibling's help, Marie called the Agency's head office to inquire about 

their senrices. She leamed of this organization by "word of mouth." The person 

answering her cal1 stated that they could not offer seMces to her because she lived 



outside their catchent  area, When Marie asked for the contact information for their 

local branch office, the representative stated that there were no Agency offices near 

her home. The representative told her that "there me no counseflors available for 

people who Iive ourside Toronto." Marie's cal1 was not transfemed to a hearing health 

counsellor. " We never made it past thefzrst desk!" The respondent wrote to the 

executive director about her experience, but his response did not offer any resolutions. 

The letter apologized for not being able to help, but "we do not hme the resmrces fo 

offer services to people outside ozir catchment area." 

To gain independence, the respondent purchased a few adaptive items. This 

included a hearing guide dog, a TTY, a television closed caption decoder, and visual 

signaling devices. She also took an assertiveness training workshop offered at the local 

library. This helped her to become aware of her boundaries. She set limits on how 

much responsibility she assumed during conversations, and began encouraging others 

to cooperate with her needs. Mane began carrying paper and pen to assist speaking 

with people that she found it difficuit to understand. 

At one point, a rninister introduced Marie to a deafcouple that lived in a city 

nearby. This couple taught sign language to heanng people. To improve her 

communication skills, Mane lived with this deafcouple for a period of six weeks. 

During this time, she completed eight courses in sign language. 

The respondent found that talking about deafhess hefp reduce emotional pain. 

She began speaking about deafhess in various community forums. Marie volunteered 



to sit on a municipal cornmittee to examine local accessibility issues. She also was 

invited to classrooms to talk about deafhess and hearing loss at the local schools. 

"Talking about it [deafness] is therapezctic." 

4.1.6.7 Reflections and Recommendations 
Although the cost of relief fkom severe Menière's Disease was high, Mane 

believes that she made the right choice. She regained the active life that she lost to its 

debilitating symptoms, albeit with modifications. She attributes beneficial coping to 

deafhess (and her other disabilities) to her optirnism and will to live-her spirit. 

Without her will to  live, Marie believes that she would not have s u ~ v e d  becoming 

The respondent did not express dissatisfaction with her rehabilitation other 

than that her family members were il1 prepared to deal with hearing loss. "The family 

became so ovenvhelmed al times. that they forgoi about my feelings." She believes 

that the rehabilitation pro fessionals "shoztld have ~ o l d  them about how I wozrld feel 

inside. Nol on& the physical part, but whai 's inside the heart ... l think they should 

have been ~ o l d  thar I woirld cry. " 

Marie also believes that the deafhess rehabilitative system ought to have 

deafened counsellors available to help newly deafened people cope. She says that a 

"hearing counsellor rnight be great. but they have no? been there and don '1 know the 

pain we feel." 



The respondent's final recomrnendation to rehabilitation services is that a 

network of deafened adults should be maintained to provide support for new deafened 

adults. She says that a peer mentor group of deafened people can offer empathy to 

deafened people coping with the condition. She says that "they have walked in yozir 

shoes, und cun offer a morak boost." Marie believes that only other deafened people 

empathize and show a newly deafened person t hat ' ~ f n d s  and Iaughter are srill 

~here . . . they ZOO wzll laugh ugain." 

4.1.7 Jeffrey 

4.1.7.1 Identifying Information 
Respondent number seven is a Caucasian male who is a senior citizen. JefRey 

becarne deaf as a consequence of surgery to treat Acoustic Neuroma. Benign tumors 

grew on his auditory nerves and rernoval was necessary to prevent fùrther gowth. The 

procedure caused extensive damage to his auditory and facial nerves. Jefiey has been 

deaf for nine years. 

Jeffrey assessed his speechreading comprehension level as medium and his sign 

langage comprehension level as low. The respondent stated that he can understand 

very little spoken conversation. He relies exclusively on his spouse to translate for him 

and stated: "wherever Igo, she goes with me." Jefiey cames a pen and paper to assist 

communication when ~s wife is unable to accompany him. Without either, verbal 

communication is al1 but impossible. A hearing aid is of no use to JeBey. 



Before retiring, the respondent was employed for 36 years, as an inspecter for 

a vehicle manufacturing Company. This was his only employer. His highest level of 

education is a high school diplorna. 

JefEey is mamed and has one grown son. He is a life-long resident of a large 

city in southem Ontario. He described his life as one filled with loneliness. His social 

life is limited to attending speechreading training sessions and staying home with his 

spouse. He stated: "that 's about it. I mean, there zs no social life." He lamented that 

he is unable to engage in simple forms of conversations such as perfllnctory greetings. 

"Yoii woziid iike to greet people with 'oh, hi!' but I c m o t  even do rhat ... 1 cadt! '* 

The respondent's days are basically spent surfing the Internet and cornmunicating with 

his fnends though ernail or in chat rooms. When he is off-line, Jefiey occupies himself 

by reading. Once a week, the respondent attends speech therapy at the Agency. He 

also exercises twke a week at a local gyrn. Jefiey said that he seldom does anything 

else because deafhess intnides in every aspect of his life-even special events. On one 

occasion, Jefiey and his wife attended a concert in which his son was a featured solo 

organist. He described attending his son's ill~strious moment as a painfil experience 

for himself He said that after his son had played, ''Everyone came zrp and shook his 

hand. I cozrld not. 1 couldn 't hear him play .. . it broke my hemt." 

4.1.7.2 Pre-morbid Life 
This respondent's pre-deafhess life was the opposite of his present one. He 

described hirnself as a social person. He was an amateur vocalist. He sang in operas, 



choirs and at parties. He aiso participateci in casual team sports. Jefiey was a veteran 

member of his bowling league. He socialized during workouts at his health club at 

least three times a week. 

Jefiey had pnor contact with deafpeople. This was with two CO-workers. 

lnstead of interacting with these individuais, he stated that he kept them at a distance. 

"I wozdd say 'hi, ' but avoid them ... I wodd do that-" 

4.1.7.3 Onset of Deafness 
Tinnihis marked the beginning of Jefiey7s hearing loss. When he was in his 

late forties, he noticed a constant ringing in his e u s .  After a neurological exam, the 

cause was diagnosed as a spontaneous occurrence of Acoustic Neuroma. Jefiey's 

physician recommended surgery to remove the tumors, but JeRey postponed this 

procedure for thirteen years. He preferred to reach retirernent age before undergoing a 

major surgery. Despite the delay, Jefiey stated the tinnitus was manageable and he did 

not notice a reduction in hearing. Upon retiring, the respondent finally consented to 

the retrosigrnoid surgery (partial removal of the vestibular nerve). The ENT 

recomrnended this approach because it does less darnage than the translabyrinthine 

procedure, and the respondent's hearing might remain intact. With the tumors 

removed, however, JefEey became de&. 

Besides hearing loss, the respondent experienced other complications. He 

acquired a rnild visual disabiiity and some facial disfigurement. His visual problems 

consist of insuficîent ocular moisture. Jeffrey must use an eye dropper to administer a 



saline solution regularly. The facial disfigurement causes a moderate difficulty in 

producing words. People tend to have difficulty understanding his speech. 

4.1.7.4 Impact of Becoming Deaf 
JeBey's deafhess caused a loss of fnends. He said that surgery forced him to 

retire earlier than he expected. His CO-workers were the people that he socialized with 

during his off hours. The few friends who remained in contact began to avoid hirn 

when they realized that he could not heu. He said that trying to talk to a deaf person 

made them feel awkward during visits. The discodort was mutual. He was not the 

same person d e r  the surgery and no longer had a rapport with these people. Thus, he 

withdrew fiom social interaction with his pre-deafened fiiends. 

Jeffiey said that deahess changed his perspective of himself. "The 

silence ... made me a dz#iereentperson!" He believes that he is a burden to his wife. The 

respondent relies on his wife to manage household business, handle his incoming and 

outgoing telephone calls, and act as his "interpreter" whenever they leave home. 

"lnstead of dozng things on my own, I give her more work." JefEey finds that deafhess 

is an intolerable condition. He said that deafhess brings more suffering than capital 

punishrnent. "Let me put it thzs way. take the crimznal 's hearing away rather than pur 

them to death, and you wzll see the prison they gel." The respondent sees only an 

empty future. He stated: "1 know tomorrow I 'II  be d e 4  The day afrer, 1 "II be deaf: So, 

there 's not mzrch future." 



4.1.7.5 Rehabilitation Experiences 
When the tinnitus began in 1977, Jefiey reported it to his family doctor. The 

physician referred him to an ENT for a hearing examination. The respondent did not 

show a hearing loss in his audiogram. As a precaution, the ENT referred the 

respondent to a neurologist to determine the cause of the ringing. The neurologist 

diagnosed it as a spontaneous occurrence of Acoustic Neurorna. He had a benign 

tumor on the auditory nerve that was one centimeter in diameter. The neurologist 

recornrnended its removal, but because it was not life threatening, JeRey declined 

surgery. By 1990, the tinnitus grew in intensity and removal of the tumour was 

necessary. The respondent retired, and consented to the procedure. 

Despite post-surgical therapy, Jefiey did not receive rehabilitation for hearing 

Ioss. The ENT referred him to a physiotherapist for head and neck rehabilitation and to 

a speech therapist to help relearn how to speak. For hearing loss, the ENT took a 

"wait and see" approach. JeBey was told that his hearing might retum after three to 

four months-if at dl. The respondent was discharged from the hospital two weeks 

later, and attended physiotherapy as an outpatient. His hearing did not retum and he 

received no further treatment fiom the ENT. 

The respondent received a referral to the Agency for speech therapy from the 

hospital speech therapist. He has attended orailspeech therapy at the Agency once a 

week for the last six years. 



4.1.7.6 Coping Strategies 
Jefiey does not use adaptive technology devices at home. He is seldom home 

alone and relies on others to interpret the environment. His wife handles dl family 

business and acts as his interpreter. " m e n  1 need to go to the doctor, she does all the 

talking, and when we get home, she wrires everything down for me." 

While he has attended speech therapy for six years, JefEey has not leamed sign 

language. He said that he is "'mmourzded by hearingpeople." He has not considered 

learning sign language because he does not meet with people that speak it. "1 have no 

lise for zt ... ir S useless to me." He said this despite confessing that his wife attended 

sign language courses for about a year. 

Jeffrey's wife also investigated other coping strategies as well. She contacted 

the Agency and learned of a self-help group for deafened adults. At her 

encouragement, Jefiey attended a session, but withdrew from it. He felt discornfort 

being among other deafened people because they were much younger and they spoke 

in sign language during the sessions. After this expenence, JefEey refused to attend 

any other functions involving deafened people. One of these events was a convention 

sponsored by the Association of Late-Deafened Adults (U.S.A.). "Thy  (ALDA) held 

a convention right here in the city. 1 Idin 't go ... l said 'wha~ for? '." 

JeBey had more obstacles to cope with than just deafhess and a speech 

impairment. He suffered a senes of serious illnesses in the span of four years. Two 

years f i e r  the surgery, JeEey was diagnosed with cancer. (He did not disclose its 



nature.) He underwent chemotherapy and radiology until the cancer went into 

remission. While recovering from this disease, Jefiey suffered a cardiac arrest. While 

he was in the hospital recovering from the heart attack, he contracted spinal 

rneningitis. He spent two weeks in a coma before his prospect for recovery improved. 

Despite s u ~ v i n g  several life-threatening illnesses, 3efiey7s outlook remained 

unchanged. "Afler I went though all this, ~~~~~~~tis, the heurt attack, the caitcer, 

e v e m i n g  was not as bad as the deafnss. .. it 's the worst thing that I hmie ever 

faced " 

One coping strategy that Jefiey uses is conversing with people through the 

Intemet. He has a large network of fi-iends on-line. He fi-equents the chat rooms of 

several Internet service providers. Most of the people that the respondent converses 

with are hearing, but he said that he has three deafened fiends on-line. Their favorite 

topic of discussion is being a deafened senior citizen. 

The respondent also attends meetings of an Acoustic Neuroma organization. 

At one meeting, JeBey met an ENT (#2) who performs cochlear implants. ENT #2 

suggested that Jeffiey undergo the cochlear implant candidacy evaluation. The 

respondent has completed a few of the initial tests to determine if the procedure can 

offer help. 

4.1.7.7 Reflections and Recommendations 
JefEi-ey still considers himself a hearing person. For him, deafhess is too foreign 

to accept. "II is very dzfSicuIt 10 accept il; you have IO be boom d e 4  I c~tmor." He 



says that his age makes it hard for him to adapt to a new life style. "1 wus 62 years old 

(at the onset of dea£hess). The olderyou gel, the hmder zt zs to adjust to something 

new." Jeffrey believes that his future is bleak, and only a cochlear implant may help. 

'ln an fcochlearj implant, 1 have hope." 

The respondent is moderately satisfied with the rehabilitation services that he 

received. Jefiey's only cornplaint is that his progress has not been faster. He finds that 

others still have a hard time understanding his speech and his speechreading skills are 

not adequate to permit more social interaction. The recommendation that Jefiey 

offered was that ENTs, speech therapists, and audiologists ought to know al1 the 

cornmunity resources available and refer deafened people to the Agency d e r  they are 

diagnosed with hearing loss. 

4.1.8 Luc 

4.1.8.1 Ldentifying Information 
Respondent number eight is a Caucasian male in his early thirties. The onset of 

deafness has not yet occurred. Luc sustained a moderate, but rapid, loss of hearing 

while hospitalized for a severe case of influenza. His physician suspected that this 

illness rnay have weakened Luc's resistance to an opportunistic vinis that attacked his 

auditory nerve. He was in his late twenties at the onset of hearing loss. Luc has been 

hard of hearing for two years. 

Luc reported his speechreading comprehension level as medium. He has not 

learned sign language or considered atternpting to acquire this skill. He uses a hearing 



aid to support speechreading, and considers his hearing loss almost unnoticeable 

dunng one-on-one conversations. In group settings, though, he experiences a high 

level of stress. Luc finds multiple speakers difficult to lip-read. 

The respondent is presently employed as a marketing representative. He has a 

bachelor's degree in kinesiology, and has been employed as a marketing representative 

for the part two years. The respondent's job requires meeting new people each day to 

make sales, as well as nurturing his relationship with the existing clients. This taxes his 

speechreading skills such that, by the end of his work day, Luc is physicdy drained 

and mentally "exhausted." Despite the obstacles, he finds his job challenging. The 

respondent wonders how long he can remain in this occupation. He relies exclusively 

on oral communication and future deafhess is "alwc~ys in the back of my rnznd" 

Luc is mamed and has two small children. He is a life-long resident of a 

medium size city in western Ontario. He stated that he is close to his family, and has 

many close fiiendships. The respondent communicates well with his wife under most 

circumstances. Only when the children are playing nearby does he find it difficult to 

understand her. Conversations at the dinner table are the most problematic. He finds 

he is unable to hold a conversation because the clatter of the children eating 

ovenvhelms his ability to hear. At dinner time, Luc's wife tends to speak more to the 

children than with him. 

The respondent stated that his relationship with his children has “ail the good 

elements of a healthy one." Their relationship is more physical than conversational. He 



prefers to wrestie, play games, and read books to them because ')oung l i p  are of te,^ 

unreadable." He says that he tries to speak with one child at a time because "il S 

impossible to hold a conversation with both at once." 

4.1.8.2 Pre-morbid Life 
Pnor to hearing loss, the respondent described himself as an athletic individual. 

He played in organized hockey and other tearn sports. ProfessionaUy, Luc was a self- 

employed business owner in the construction business. Construction, however, was 

not his pnmary career preference, and dissatisfaction with this led him to explore other 

career options just before the onset of hearing loss. 

The respondent7s only pnor contact with deafhess is with an aged relative. This 

person's hearing loss was due to presbycusis acquired at the age of 75 years. Luc 

confessed to feeling apprehensive while speaking with this retative, but recalls that he 

did not pity him. 

4.1.8.3 Onset of Deafness 
While Luc was confined to the hospital to receive treatment for the flu, his 

hearing took an unanticipated decline. He was able to hear one day, but not the next. 

Within five days, he recovered some hearing in one ear. This left him with a moderate 

hearing loss in the lefi ear and a profound monaural deafhess on the right. 

The attending physicians diagnosed the cause of the deterioration based on 

symptomatic evidence. Luc's hearing did not experience a linear decline. It, instead, 

fluctuated on a daily basis. He reported his hearing altemated daily between cLhearirzg 



one &y, but nol the next." Furthemore, the respondent experienced a loss of 

equilibrium and Motion Induced Ocular Vibrations (MIOV). The respondent found it 

difficult to balance himself while walking. He often lost his balance and feIl. When he 

could remain upright, he was unable to hold a steady gaze in motion. His vision 

vibrated with each step. Although the vibrations were physically minute, they forced 

Luc to move slowly when he walked. This permitted his vision to focus on the 

direction of travel. 

Even though the respondent is not yet d e e  he has only a lirnited range of 

hearing. He cannot comprehend people who speak outside his line of vision or farther 

than a few feet away. He is unable to communicate orally on the telephone with 

unassisted hearing. 

4.1.8.4 Impact of Becoming Deaf 
Luc has experienced anxiety and penodic sadness over his loss of hearing. As 

his hearing fluctuated between high and low heanng cycles, his emotional state 

followed suit. With each waking day, Luc did not know if he could hear that day or if 

it would be spent in silence. If he discovered that he could hear, his outlook was good. 

He was despondent on the days that he could not hear. This was a traumatic penod for 

him. Furthermore, Luc found living with this auditory instability isolating. On his 

"good" days, it was difficult to converse with others; on his "bad" days, he withdrew 

from al1 interaction. 



Hearing loss forced Luc to change careers. Home construction often requires 

walking in elevated places. Moreover, a construction site is active with moving 

machinery. Luc felt at risk of injury. He was afiaid of falling offa scdold because of 

his balance problems or being stuck fiom behind by a vehicle he couldn't hear. The 

respondent grew concemed for his fùture. He felt that his occupational and financial 

outlook were uncertain. He was reluctant to change employrnent, fearhg that his 

residual hearing would take a sudden tum for the worse and cause job loss, but afier a 

Few months, he accepted a job offer with a marketing firm. Despite a salary that is 

three times more than he earned in construction, he has a lingering fear that deafhess 

will cause financial min. ''1 feel the need Io tightetz rcp the beb  save irp enorcgh rnoney. 

as Nmcrance against deafiess." Luc's financial concem causes occasional marital 

friction when his wife purchases anything but essential items. 

Luc's farnily was also afTected. He has dificulty cornmunicating with his wife 

when the children are around. The noise that the children make while at play interferes 

with their conversations. His wife must repeat herself severai times before he can 

understand her. It is not unusual for them to suspend discussions until the children are 

in bed. Luc stated that this inability to converse is hstrating and makes him feel 

isolated. The respondent is dependent on his wife to handle simple tasks. While 

vacationing, for example, the respondent lets his wife check them in at hotels. He 

claims that it is easier for her to do it, and this reduces the rÏsk of embarrassrnent 

should he encounter communication difficulties. 



The respondent descnbed large family gatherings as stresshl events. He 

understands less than 60 percent of the dialogue that occurs. Background noise 

interferes with his hearing. Furthemore, the pace of discussion goes faster than he can 

follow with speechreading. Compounding this are rapid changes in the topic. This 

rnakes dialogue a confùsing string of chatter. Being unable to understand rnakes him 

feei disconnected wit h the event. "1 sir lhere warching al1 these Zittle conve~safiorts 

t h t  I didn T hear .. -1 couldn 't focus.. . I couidn 't concentrate. " 

4.1.8.5 Rehabilitation Experiences 
The respondent was exarnined by an ENT after he reported an inability to hear. 

He underwent a series of heaxing tests to determine the nature of the loss. Audiograms 

were taken on a daily basis for a week. This veritied the hearing level fluctuations, but 

did not reveal a cause. The ENT observed that the secondary symptoms (loss of 

equilibnum and MIOV) indicated that Luc's hearing loss was due to viral infection. 

but this diagnosis was not based on conclusive evidence. The ENT chose not to do a 

biopsy because the harm outweighed the benefits. Instead, the respondent was placed 

on a pharmaceutical regime to control the fluctuations. 

The respondent received these anabolic steroid injections in the ear twice a 

week. The treatment began one week before being discharged fiom the hospital and 

continued for a penod of one year as an outpatient. The ENT wanted to control, not 

restore, his hearing loss. Afler six months, Luc's hearing stabilized at a level that 

permitted him to comprehend others through oral communication. He still experiences 



minor fluctuations, but his hearing level remains consistent at monaural deafhess. The 

ENT recommended a "wait and see" approach. Nine months into treatment, the 

amplitude of fluctuation was no longer reducing. One year afier the onset of hearing 

loss, the injection treatments ended. The ENT oRered no prediction on the stability of 

Luc's hearing. The respondent no longer receives care from this specialist. 

Luc was referred to the hospital audiologist. He was fitted with hearing aids 

and received training in communication strategies to enhance their use. This 

audiologist, coincidentally, also had a hearing impairment. The respondent stated that 

they comrnunicated well despite both using oral communication. The audiologist's 

abiIity to function "nomally7' irnpressed him. 

Shortly before Luc was discharged from the hospital, a heanng health 

counsellor from the Agency came to visit him. She offered him training with several 

assistive technology devices and information on hearing loss and deafness resources. 

Among the adaptive equipment were a TTY, a vibratory alarm dock, and a few visual 

signal devices. This contact was initiated by the hospital. The respondent welcomed 

the training, but declined the offer of a t d  loan of the devices. The Agency 

representative gave the respondent brochures on hearing health care. A hearing health 

counsellor made one follow-up home Msit approximately one year later, but none 

since. His only other contact with the Agency is through the organization's periodic 

newsletters. 



Three months after the onset of hearing loss, Luc elected to seek a second 

opinion. He asked the hospital ENT for a referral to another otolaryngologist. ENT #I  

obliged, and the respondent was examined by ENT #2. This specialist referred Luc to 

audiologist #2 for an assessrnent of his hearing Ievel. The results showed no further 

decline. Luc purchased a second, Iess visible, set of heanng aids fiom Audiologist #2. 

Interestingly, like the first audiologist, the second also had a hearing loss, and he too 

relied on oral communication while speaking. Luc has infiequent contact with this 

seMce provider that basically involves hearing aid maintenance. 

4.1.8.6 Coping Strategies 
Luc has not enrolled in a sign language course. He does not believe that it is 

necessary for him the acquire this ski11 because he does not know other deaf people. 

To enhance his oral communication skills, Luc practices environmental control. 

He positions himself in areas that offer him an unobstmcted view of the speaker's Iips. 

He ofien forewarns others of his communicative needs, and does not hesitate to assert 

those needs when not accornmodated. ''1 'm bold enough IO say 'Hey I'm sitting here 

[NI the @nt rowJ somebody else zs going to sit in the back!" 

Luc avoids al1 unnecessary social functions that involve large groups. This 

strategy reduces having to make many new acquaintances at once. When he cannot 

avoid large social functions, he relies on his wife to translate group conversation while 

positioning himself to engage in discussions on the side. 



The respondent does not to use a TTY. He can converse on the telephone 

'YairZy well" with his hearing aid, but only with conventional telephone sets. He does 

not attempt placing calls fiom a public phone or on a ceIl phone. The former usually 

exist in environments with a high level of background noise. The latter involves 

technology that is incompatible with his heanng aid. Luc does not use adaptive 

equipment at home. He relies on the family pet (dog) to warn of visitors at the door. 

" The dog is more efféctive and persisten~ than aflashzng light. " He also does not use 

closed-captioning while watching television programs. He usually sits close to the 

television set and adjusts his hearing aid's volume to suit. 

Luc sought to understand his hearing loss through unconventional 

explanations. He and his wife once believed that the fluctuations were linked to lunar 

cycles. They thought that atmosphenc pressure caused his hearing level to rise and fall. 

"II was dzjj5czcl~ for- me to heur on afidl muon." So, they t k d  to plot the moon in 

conjunction to the crests and valieys of his hearing. No real pattern emerged fiom this. 

Luc also tried meditation to stabilize his hearing. When the meditation did not 

improve his hearing, the respondent sought help from a homeopath practitioner. He 

consumed sulfùr tablets diluted in water. "That was supposed to alter my chemistiy 

slightly." Luc participated in the treatment for six months, and terminated it when he 

did not benefit fiom it. 



4.1.8.7 Reflectîons and Recommendations 
Overall, Luc is satisfied with his rehabilitation. He said that the rehabilitation 

professionals offered important information that helped him adjuçt to heanng loss. 

Yet, he wishes that he was introduced to a deafened peer mentor. Such a 

person would be able to offer him tips on coping. He believes that "talking with 

someone who walked in the same shoes before7' would have made his transition less 

traumatic. Luc said that it would be difficult to arrange this type of rehabilitation 

s e ~ c e  because his type of heanng loss is "rare." His not being offered such a seMce 

does not dirninish his respect for the professionals that he did encounter. 

In the event that his hearing deteriorates into deafhess, Luc stated that he 

would not hesitate to apply for cochlear implant candidacy. Although he believes that 

becoming deaf will be traumatic, Luc is confident that al1 his family and fiends will 

learn sign language to speak with him. 

4.2 Common Themes 

The life stories of the people in the sample are unique, yet analysis reveals 

several cornrnon themes in their collective expenence of profound heanng loss. These 

cornmonalties emerge in relation to the negative impact that deafhess had on the 

respondents and their social arena, the care that they received from the hearing loss 

rehabilitation professionals, and the strategies that they used to cope with deafness. A 

description of the themes follows, below. 



4.2.1 Negative Emotional Impact 

The respondents reported expenencing distinct negative affective states in 

response to the onset of and ongoing coping with profound hearing loss, which 

included anxiety, grief, fear, and anger. Anxiety and grief were the prevalent emotions 

that affected al1 in the sample. Each respondent had episodes of anxiety-provoking 

emotions such as periods of distress, inadequacy and self-doubt. Similarly, all 

respondents experienced sadness and grief related to the actual loss or an inability to 

function as a heanng person. Six respondents reported that becoming deafcaused fear 

for personal safety, bewilderment over the surrounding circumstances, or a perceived 

insecurity about the future. Many respondents also reported episodes of anger. 

Although only one respondent (leffrey) reported feeling direct anger at being deaf, 

four others described becoming angry at one point or another. This anger stemmed 

fiom incidents in which deafhess was a central issue, such as being furious or irritated 

at an inability to function "normally." Other affective states such as embarrassrnent and 

shame were also reported. Overall, the consistency in the reported negative impact 

make it apparent that becoming deaf is an emotionally stressing expenence for those 

who are directly afFected by it. 

4.2.2 Negative Social Impact 

The participants discussed three basic issues with regard to how family 

members and other people in their social network responded negatively to their 

deafhess. First, they talked about how their families adopted different approaches to 
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acceptance of, and persistence with sign language. Secondly, they descnbed different 

types of negative treatment that they were subjected to by significant others. Third, the 

participants talked about their responses to the negative treatment by others. 

4.2.2.1 Lack cf Sign Language Acquisition by Family Members 
Only two farnily units (Chantal & Elvis) learned and used sign language. Two 

farnily units (Lynn & Marie) learned and abandoned the use of sign language, and 

three farnily units (Kristy, Victor, & Luc) did not learn sign language. One farnily unit 

(JefEey) was split with the spouse learning sign language but abandoning its use 

because the deafened person chose not to Ieam. One respondent (Victor) was unable 

to leam sign language, due to a visual disability. Overall, five of seven farnilies (family 

of ongin and/or marital farnily) of the participants who were able to learn sign 

language, relied on oral communication to speak with their deafened relative. 

(Although JeBey & Luc elected themselves to reject leaming a rnanual 

communication method.) 

4.2.2.2 Negative Treaiment Received from Family or Others 
Respondents' descriptions of negative treatment fiom others can be classified 

under five distinct types of negative behaviours (see Table 2). Each had a detrimental 

impact on the respondents7 ability to fûnction socially in their family units. Not al1 of 

these behaviours were present throughout the respondents' adjustment penods. Some 

emerged at the onset of deafhess while others occurred later in life. Also, it should be 

acknowledged that some respondents (Kristy, Elvis, Victor & Luc) were lucky enough 



to have supportive responses from some members of their social networks (see 

"Coping" for discussion on this). 

Table 2: Negative Social Treatrnents from Family/Friends 

because of hearing loss. 
Frustrationlanger: An increase of friction in the respondent's interpersonal relationships 

that are directly or indirectly attributable to heanng loss. 
Diminution: The magnitude of hearing loss or related feelings being minirnized by 

the respondents' families and/or others. 
Neglect/exclusion: The act of not addressing the communicative needs which inhibit the 

deafened person's social interaction. 
Oppression: An intentional act of exerting control over the respondent by limiting 

his or her access to information or social functioning. 
U_Y 

The most prevaient negative treatment was social neglect and exclusion by 

family members or others. AI1 of the respondents reported that they had been excluded 

from social participation because their communication needs were neglected or 

ignored by farnily members. Diminution of the magnitude of deafhess was felt by five 

(Kristy, Chantal, Elvis, Lym, & Marie) of eight respondents. Their family members 

either rninimized the severity of heanng loss and/or the impact of deafhess on the 

deafened person's emotional well-being. The same five respondents reported that they 

experienced overt discrimination by others. The efforts, by three of these individuais 

(Kristy, Chantai, & Marie) to develop optimai communication to compensate for 

hearing loss were circumvented by the actions of others. The other two respondents 

(Elvis & Lynn) were victims of prejudice and intentional exclusion fiom social 

interaction (i.e., shunning and harassrnent by classrnates) and opportunities for 
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professional growth (Le., underemployment). Four m s t y ,  Chantal, Marie & Luc) of 

eight respondents reported others responding to their hearing loss with fkustration and 

anger. Two individuals (Chantal & Luc) stated that the frequency of quarrels with their 

spouses increased &er the onset of hearing loss. For the other two respondents 

(Kristy & Marie), the squabbles were more fiequent with members of the materna1 

family. Apparently, the majority of the sarnple had experienced negative social 

treatment fiom family members that may not have othenvise received as heanng 

people. This suggests that the families of the respondents experienced difficulties 

adapting to profound hearing loss. 

4.2.2.3 Participants' Responses to Negative Social Treatment 
The respondents described vanous ways in which they responded to the 

negative social treatrnent that they received from others. Table 3 describes the four 

main negative behavioural responses and classifies them according to the goals of 

stress reduction or  assimilation. 

Table 3: Participants' Behavioural Responses to Negative Social 

Treatment 

Goal Behavior Description 
. . ~ . . . ~ ~ . ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ . ~ . ~ ~ ~ ~ . ~ ~ ~ . ~ ~ . . ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ * ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ * . * ~ * ~ ~ ~ . ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ * ~ . . * ~ . . * ~ . . . . . . . . . ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ . ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ . ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ . . ~ . ~ ~ ~ * * * * ~ * ~ * * * . . . * * ~ ~ * * ~ ~ . ~ * ~ ~ * * * ~ * ~ * * ~ . ~ * ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ . . . ~ ~ ~ ~ . ~ ~ ~ ~ . ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ . . ~ ~ . ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ * ~ ~ . ~ ~  

Stress Avoidance: Limiting contact with certain people or situations to 
Reduction minimize interaction with anxiety-provoking people or 

situations. 
Withdrawal: Disengagement from social contact to avoid anxiety- 

provoking situations. 
Assimilation Concealment: Hiding deafness from individuals, usualiy strangers, who 

are unaware of the respondent's heating loss. 
BlufTïng: Concealing an inability to understand dialogue from 

- individuals who know of the responde- 



Al1 of the respondents reported avoiding uncornfortable social situations or 

lirniting contact with specific people. For some (Victor, Marie, and JefEey), an 

outright seciusion fiom social contact occurred. Fewer participants (Kristy, Chantal, 

and Elvis) used the assimilation behaviours of concealment and blufing. The 

consistent theme in the sample's responses to negative social treatment was evasive 

action, which may be viewed as a defensive strategies. They chose to reduce the 

impact of unpleasant interaction with others by avoiding certain situations or people. 

For example, one respondent (Luc) avoided social gatherings while other respondents 

(Kristy, Elvis, Victor, and Lynn) avoided certain types of people. 

4.2.3 Rehabilitation 

4.2.3.1 The Role of Medicine and Stages of Treatment 

As would be expected with any physical condition or illness, the respondents 

first sought medical attention when symptoms of a disorder first ernerged. Table 4 

shows the distribution of the respondents' contact with health care professionals. 

Altogether, the eight respondents consulted 36 health care providers. Of al1 the health 

care practitioners consulted, 3 3 (9 1 %) were trained medical professionals while three 

(9%) had paraprofessional training. The health care professionals were comprised of 

13 family physicians, 10 ENTs, 8 audiologists, 2 neurologists, and 2 paramedics. The 

three other professionals included a heanng aid dispenser without training in 



audiology, an occupational therapist, and a military hearing examiner who rnay have 

only received training to operate an audiorneter for hearing screening. 

Table 4: Health Care Professionals by Role 

Respondent Physician ENT Neurologist Audiologist Other 
Kristy 3 1 1 1 Note l 
C hanta1 3 3 3 
Elvis 2 2 1 
Victor 1 1 1 1 Note ' 
Lynn 1 1 1 I Note 
Marie 1 1 
Jeffrey 1 1 
Luc 1 1 2 
Total 13 10 2 8 3 
Note 1. Hearing aid dispenser. 
Note 2. Occupational therapist. 
Note 3. Military examiner- 

Table 5 describes the stages of interface with the health care professionals, 

their referrals to services, and the treatment that the respondents received for deahess 

rehabilitation. As we can see, linear patterns emerge in the care that was offered to the 

respondents. These patterns-referred to as rehabilitative processes-are related to 

the number of stages between interface and termination, the type of health care 

professionals seen, and the type of treatment that was provided, but not the quality or 

intensity of the service that the respondents received. The lowest number of 

rehabilitative processes for a respondent was one; most experienced three processes. 

Furthermore, each process occurred at different periods in the respondent's life. For 

example, the rehabilitative processes of the two who received cochlear implants 

occurred several years after the process that preceded it. 
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Stage one prirnarily consisted of initial intake, assessment of the condition, and 

referral to a second practitioner. Ail but one of the initial contacts involved being 

exarnined by a general practitioner. The single stage one health Gare provider who was 

not a physician was a military paramedic who was trained (at least) to operate an 

audiorneter. 

In the second stage, al1 but one of the respondents' consultations were 

assessments and referrals to health care professionais in the next stage. The breakdown 

of seMce providers in this stage included 13 ENT specialists, one neurologist, and one 

hearing aid dispenser (who was not an audiologist). The sole non-referral (Lynn) 

represented a termination of the rehabilitation processes. 

Stage three consisted of 18 contacts that consisted of 12 referrals to medical 

practitioners, five treatments and one termination. Of the referrals, one went 

unconsumrnated at the respondent7s discretion. The remaining were distributed among 

eight audiologists, two neurologists, one ENT physician, and one hearing health 

counsellor. The five treatments that were provided included one hearing aids 

prescription, one cochlear implantation, two surgeries, and one pharmaceutical regime. 

This was followed by a treatment-laden fourth stage. Here, the respondents 

received a total of nine treatments that included two surgenes (on one individual), one 

hearing aid prescription, one cochlear implantation, one recornrnendation for annual 

audiograms, and one provision of hearing loss resource information. The single referral 

(Luc) that was made in this stage was to an audiologist. Two rehabilitation processes 



(Kristy and Chantal) were terminated at this stage because no treatment could remedy 

the respondents' hearing loss. 

Only one respondent's rehabilitative process continued to a fifth stage. This 

consisted of a single treatment plan, which was the confirmation of a previous 

audiologist's recomrnendations by conducting a second audiogram. 

Table 5: The Rehabititative Processes 
(Treatments are re~resented in shaded boxes.) 

Informant Stage one Stage two Stage three Stage Four Stage Five 

Physician ENT Audiologist ~ o n e '  - ;aarww@-@jss _..A ................................................................. .:_ 

;a*w .; ...... ..._. ........ ... ..................... c.............. ................: =:-:-=:.:-:-:-:-:-:.:- 
........................ .. Physician ENT :: ............................. .................................... ... . ....................... x.. ............... 5:.:.:-:.:.:.x.: ....A. :.:.:.:.:.. .;.. .. ......... .y.: ...... ......S........... ~.~<i.iiiii.iii. ; m m  %@$$$; 

......__A. _...A ....... 
Chantal Phvsician ENT Audiolociist ~ o n ë '  - 

............................................. ..................... 
Physician €NT Aud iolog ist jHQgeHs&5Si':iw:gi :Y. .......................... L...... .......,,... !< iif5:w::i:j ........................................................................ < .............. 
Physician ENT ;mm@... g& 

Audiologist :: ...... .;,. 

Elvis Physician ENT ~udiologist' 
phisician ENT 

Victor Physician ENT 
Physician ENT :: :.:.:.:.:.:.:.: :.:.:w.:k:~:x.~.Ejg .:.:.:.:.:+Y.:. :.: ............. 

Lynn Military None4 
Examiner 
Phvsician ENT ~ o n e '  

2 ".'. V."". '".." '. ~.".'. ......,... ..O.. ..-.......... 
P hysician ENT A ud io log ist ~ . & & & ~ ~ ~ @ $ ~  

Marie Physician €NT Jeffrey Physician 

Luc Physician ENT 

............................................. Audiologist ,i~&..w:.~3;sz 
.:.:.:$:&::::c<$: :v:.:*:.:<.:<-:.:.:.:,:.:.: . . .  :.:.:< ..... :<.: ......................... .. 

Hearing Health Resource 
Counsellor Information 
€NT Audiologist Second 

o~in ion 

Note 1. Cochlear implant candidacy rejected 

Note 2 Misdiagnosis. 

Note 3. Referral not used by respondent. 

Note 4. Faulty audiogram assessment. 

Note 5. ENT assumed respondent would reject hearing aid use. 
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4.2.3.2 The Agency's Role 
Seven of eight respondents had some form of contact with the Agency at one 

time or another. Of these individuals, the Agency provided information senrices to six 

respondents (Chantal, Elvis, Victor, Lynn, Jefiey and Luc), device sales to four 

(Chantal, Elvis, Victor, and Lynn) sign language instruction to two (Chantal and 

Lynn), and speechreading instruction to two (Elvis and Lynn). One respondent (Luc) 

received hearing health counselling and one respondent (JefEey) received speech 

therapy. It is particularly noteworthy that no respondents received family or 

relationship systems counselling. One individual (Marie) requested help fiom the 

Agency but was refùsed due to geographic concerns. The Agency is considered to 

serve that area but advised the  respondent that it couid not do so. These services can 

be compared against the mode1 prograrn of deafened services that the Agency portrays 

as its standard of care (Frayn, 1998) (Table 6 ) .  

Table 6: Agency Recommended Standard vs. Care Received 

Service standard I----------.****._C*.-.--.--..-...-.---.......--, 
Information provision 
Device sales 
Sign language 
instruction 
Speech reading 
instruction 
Hearing tiealth 
counselling 
Speech therapy 
Family counselling 



4.2.3.3 Satisfaction with Services 
Five (Knsty, Chantal, Elvis, Lynn and Marie) of eight respondents expressed 

dissatisfaction with the care that they received. Of the dissatisfied, one respondent 

W s t y )  expressed satisfaction only with the cochlear implantation tearn while other 

cited various other reasons for their displeasure. These reasons ranged fiom 

professional incornpetence (Elvis and Lynn) to generalized inadequacy in the health 

care professionals' training (Chantal and Marie). Although two respondents (Victor 

and Jefiey) reported that they were satisfied Mth the work of their professionals. only 

one (JeEey) stated that he was satisfied with the service that he received with the 

Agency. One respondent (Luc) expressed neither satisfaction or dissatisfaction with his 

single rehabilitative process. As a whole, the results suggest that the rehabiiitation that 

was offered to the study participants was inadequate. 

4.2.4 Coping Strategies 

The respondents employed a wide range of coping strategies to help them 

adapt to profound hearing loss. The strategies can be classified as either person- 

centred or interaction-centred. Person-centred approaches include those that do not 

require collaboration fiom others to implement on a day-to-day basis. This includes 

attending speechreading and sign language classes, using adaptive technology devices, 

and reading or talking about deafhess. Alço included is the use of trained hearing guide 

dogs (which was not categorized under adaptive "devices," to respect the life and 

intelligence of the dogs). Lnteraction-centred approaches are those which help the 



individuals and their szgnzficant others to manage interpersonal relationships: learning 

how to cope with negative behaviors through membership in self-help groups, 

developing interpersonal boundaries by enrollment in assertiveness training, and 

negotiation of communication issues fiom participation in family or group counselling. 

4.2.4.1 Person-centred Coping Strategies 
Table 7 shows the distribution of person-centred coping strategies arnong the 

six strategies reported by the sample. Among approaches used by at least half of the 

sample, six of eight respondents enrolled i n  speechreading courses, five purchased 

adaptive technology equipment, four enrolled in sign language courses, and four 

reviewed literature on deafness. Two approaches were used by fewer than three 

respondents. These were talking about deafhess with others (two respondents) and 

purchasing a heai-ing guide dog (one respondent). Two respondents did not report to 

using person-centred coping strategies at all. The person-centred strategies helped the 

respondents regain some measure of social functioning. For exarnple, speechreading 

courses brought some initial help understanding verbally spoken dialogue. Purchasing 

adaptive technology devices provided the respondents visual (television closed caption 

decoder) or tactile cues (vibratory alam dock) to replace the auditory cues that they 

lost. Although the study participants reported using person-centred coping strategies, 

they did not point out any single approach that could facilitate coping with deafhess 

independent of other approaches. The only exception is the one respondent (Elvis) 

who stated that studying and writing about deafkess \vas his "catharsis-" 



Table 7: Person-centred Coping 

4.2.4.2 Interaction-centred Coping Strategies 
The distribution of the interaction-centred approaches used by the sample is 

shown in Table 8. Of these approaches, four respondents used self-help, two 

individuals attended assertiveness training, while only one respondent participated in 

farnily/group counselling. Interaction-centred coping facilitated the respondents' 

coping with d e h e s s  by helping these individuals l e m  how to negotiate relationships. 

Two (Chantal and Lynn) of the respondents who attended peer-run self-help groups 

made comments pertaining to feeling of ''cornfort" in attendance. The respondents 

(tynn and Marie) who enrolled in assertiveness training reported increased self- 

confidence and boundary definition as a result. The single respondent (Victor) who 

received familÿlgroup counselling expressed a high level of satisfaction with the 

support that he received fiom the occupational therapist and his farnily members. 

Table 8: Interaction-centred Coping 

Ao~roach Kristv Chantal Elvis Victor Lvnn Marie Jeffrev Luc ...------.....-.-------*---*----.--.----.......*..--.,,..,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,, ,,.., H....-..--*-*-.-----------------------------.---------- 

Self-help g$@$*g=;:: .>s;p; 7,g;g&g$g$ 
:5&553$*&&; " 2&dY' 5% /J,C..Z, " L 3 g j p @ q 5 &  , , , ,,.-*. a..,, <,,....,H.V,. 

52,<5,i' >,55<$.- Assertiveness training gghg&&&,&$ig 
@g#@$t 

Çamilylgroup counselling ~ $ ~ ~ , ~ s g ~ <  

- 
counselling 



Discussion 

The reported impact of adventitious heanng loss and deafhess on the emotional 

and psychological well-being of the respondents is consistent with the results of 

previous studies. Episodes of anxiety, feu, sadness, and anger were consistently 

reported. Although each affective state was felt in various intensities by different 

respondents, it is obvious that acquinng this type of disability significantly dismpts 

personal well-being. Also consistent with existing literature were the reported 

responses to social anxiety. Al1 of the respondents expenenced social withdrawal and 

selective social avoidance to minimize the frequency of anxiety provoking situations 

that they encountered. The lower incidence of denial and concealment of hearing loss 

(only three of the eight individuals in this sample reported that they had actively sought 

to hide deafkess from others) was somewhat surprising. It may not be coincidence that 

three of the four individuais with progressive hearing losses used denial and 

concealment. Progressive loss is harder to detect subjectively. These respondents also 

2 O4 



becarne deafmore than two decades ago. Thus, differential use of denid and 

concealment may be attributed to social acceptability andor progressive versus sudden 

hearing losses. 

As has been reported in pnor studies (e-g., Medows-Orlans, 1985), 

communicative needs of the deafened adults were often neglected by family members. 

Al1 eight expenenced communication difficuities in the family. Five of the eight 

reported that this neglect was rooted in familial denial of the condition. The magnitude 

of hearing loss was rninimized or ignored outright, as was the deafened individual's 

feelings toward it. This diminution inhibited the farnily unit from developing optimal 

cornrnunication between the hearing members and the deafened one. For five 

respondents, this situation was the result of simple inattention to the communicative 

needs. This neglect occurred whether or not the farnily members were aware of the 

deafened individual's need for their cooperation with communicative bamers. The 

deafened person's communication needs were simply forgotten by others. 

Sign language was not a common solution. Attempts to include the deafened 

individuals in farnily conversations were ineffective even when sign language was 

introduced to a farnily. Interaction typically moved at a Pace that made it difficult for a 

single person to translate. Despite a few genuine attempts to include the deafened 

member in the family discussions by a signing farnily member, the assisting relative's 

personal interest in the conversation prevailed over the deafened member's 



communication needs. Regardless of the reason for breakdown, the deafened people 

became mere spectators, instead of participants, to family affairs. 

To a lesser degree, farnily members sometimes took advantage of the deafened 

person's deafhess to oppress them, and remove their choices about how to cope. In 

one exarnple (Kristy), the deafened person's family encouraged her to conceal hearing 

loss while she took steps to eradicate the hereditary trait through adoption. This 

confirmed her acceptance of the subservient status in society accorded to her and her 

deafrelatives. In the second example (Marie), a hearing family stymied the deafened 

individual's attempt at familial accommodation of her communicative needs by stating 

"if 'syozu-problem. We all can hearyou jzrs~fine." This conveyed that the family 

would not accept any change in their roles or behaviours, oppressing the development 

of a deaf alternative way. In a third exarnple (Chantal), the spouse of the deafened 

individual cornmunicated oniy on his terms (usually shouting). Although it was 

ineffective communication, it also confused, fnghtened and encouraged a sense of 

helplessness that delayed the emancipation of the abused wife. In al1 three cases. this 

farnily behavior increased the isolation of the deafened individual and prevented or 

retarded beneficial coping with deafhess. By refising to cornmunicate about 

communication, they predetermined that the deafened person would continue to 

interact with them in the old way, on their tems. This is consistent with the traditional 

definition of oppression which descnbes that language control is one technique used 



by an oppressor, such as an occupying force, to control the oppressed population 

(Freire, 1972). 

Adventitious deafbess warrants therapeutic counselling for dysfunctional 

communication issues. Seven of eight respondents reported increased stress in their 

familial relationships. A deafened person can only use sign language in a farnily that 

also learns this communication method and does not abandon it. Ail eight respondents 

reported being excluded from interaction, five of eight reported diminution of their 

disability, five of eight experienced some form of discrimination, and four of eight 

reported that they experienced increased disharmony in the relationships as a 

consequence of interaction with others. This pattern suggests that communication 

choices were not made by the deafened farnily rnember. 

The exception to this pattern was the single respondent (Victor) who reported 

that the family was a primary source of support that facilitated his coping with 

deafhess. This individual was also the onIy person that received counselling (provided 

by the occupational therapist) that addressed relationship systems, and involved the 

other parties. Separate meetings with work colleagues and family members were 

convened to negotiate new communication modes and relationship fiameworks. This 

respondent also reported higher satisfaction with his overall rehabilitation process- 

particularly with the work of this occupational therapist. Significantly, this relationship 

systems counselling was fortuitous, not arranged by the traditional rehabilitative 

sector. Instead, this service was provided by an employer as part of a retum-to-work 



strategy intended to address the challenges of the respondent 's coexisting physical 

disabilities! 

Although the other respondents did not receive relationship systems 

counselling with the families or colleagues, al1 seven made contact with the Agency- 

an organization that claïrns to serve deafened people. Six received an assortment of 

services (a request for service by the seventh was rejected outright) including 

speechreading classes, sign language classes, speech therapy, technical device sales, 

and heanng health counselling, but none received farnily counselling. The Agency's 

own publication (Frayn, 1998) included family counselling among the most important 

interventions provided to deafened people. Hearing health counselling and 

speechreading training often insfmcts the individual to request others to make changes 

during one-on-one conversations (Le., make eye-to-eye contact), but it is left to the 

learner to negotiate their relationships to achieve these changes. As we have seen, the 

relationships reported by the respondents are unequal in power, and to the 

disadvantage of the deafened person. The likelihood of the effectiveness of 

renegotiation of reIationships and communication is minimal if left to the traumatized, 

oppressed deafened person alone. The role of counselling in guiding this process-as 

done so effectively by the occupationd therapist for Victor-is to convince the family 

that the status quo is not an option and to support the otherwise diminished deafened 

person to equalize the power relationships in the renegotiation process. 



The Agency had opportunity to offer family/relationship counselling to seven 

of the eight individuals of the sample. Six of these individuals initiated contact with 

this organization at one time or another. but the most common seMce consisted of 

providing information on Agency services (notably hearing health counselling). Most 

hearing heaith training programs fail to aid coping with deafhess because these 

strategies are designed to enhance the use of residuai hearing: use of hearing aid 

features and peripherals, reducing background noise, and so forth. Four respondents 

purchased technical devices fi-om the Agency, three respondents attended oral 

communication training, and two attended sign language classes. 

The comrnon theme among al1 of the respondents who had contact with the 

Agency-even for the three who were employed by the organization-is that 

family/relationship systems counselling (which the Agency has recomrnended as a 

standard of care for deafened people) did not materialize. The medical, and vocational 

rehabilitation community is apparently unaware of this fact, since no viable 

competition for the Agency's services has emerged. Although the Agency does not in 

fact serve the ôrea near Marie, the perception that it does is likely a factor in the lack 

of alternatives in her comrnunity. The perception that the adjustment needs of the 

deafened population are being fulfilled through the Agency is possibly the greatest 

damage done, in that it inhibits development of the seMces needed. 

Although the mode1 deafened-care program published by the Agency is 

individual-centred, with the client articulating treatment goals that involve resolving 



the particular f&lyYs issues (Frayn, 1998), Victor was the only respondent who 

received any rehabilitation that was not prograrn-centred, and he was also the only 

respondent who reported no contact with the Agency. 

The omission of counselling services for deafened individuals seems very 

unusual. Reliance on medicaYindividuaI focussed rehabilitation occurred despite the 

fact that counselling in general has been utilized for many other conditions that are 

prevalent in society. Since the 1950s' society has witnessed the growth of family and 

group counselling for disorders in interpersonal relationships but deafened people do 

not receive counselling for their familykelationship systerns, Even when they accessed 

relationship counselling for another problem (Le., occupational, vocational, or marital 

problems), as in the case of al1 but one respondent, the therapy did not address the 

issue of deafhess. It focussed on the problems most salient to the professional's own 

training without investigating the potential impact that deafhess may have on the 

problem. To fil1 this void, some respondents participated in peer-run seIf help groups. 

Self-help benefits participants by enabling them to feel normal among others in similar 

situations. The experience may diffuse anger, fear, and sadness, and perhaps build self- 

confidence or assertiveness; however, it is not appropriate for ail individuals, such as 

those with severe problerns and those with inadequate boundanes. People experiencing 

severe dysfunction in the home may need professional help to restore an equilibrium 

before being ready for self-help. 



There is clearly a lack of  understanding about adult onset d e h e s s  arnong 

s e ~ c e  providers. Medical intervention, although a naturai first step towards 

rehabilitative care, was continued beyond the point of where such strategies were 

likely to be effective. The reliance on hearing aid use, as demonstrated by the pathway 

of referrals, suggests medical professionals' misunderstanding of the prognosis and 

holistic needs of deafened people. For exarnple, the cornmon approach (not including 

the two cases that involved misdiagnoses) to medical treatment began with the 

physician, who referred the individual to an ENT, and then to an audiologist to receive 

hearing aids. In the cases where deafhess was absolute, no referrals to deafkess 

rehabilitation were made. 

It is evident that prograrn-centred interventions distract from social needs of 

deafened clients. The multiplicity of client focussed intementions consume energy and 

attention while distracting attention fiom family/relationship issues. Except for Victor 

and the support that he received from the occupational therapist, the locus of 

rehabilitation services was the individual. Treatments such as hearing aidskochlear 

implantation, speech therapy, speechreading/sign Ianguage classes, and technical 

device acquisition involve only the deafened person and the service/device provider. 

The chief advantage of these individual-centred therapies is that training can be 

essentidly preprogrammed. This is also a disadvantage, because such individual- 

centred therapies may not meet the social needs of the individual. This script was 



consistent throughout the 15 rehabilitation processes-and 3 1 professionals-that 

these eight individuals pursued. 

Deafened peoples' main unmet needs are for professional intervention to 

equalize the power imbalance that exists between the deafened person and hearing 

farnily members, and to rnediate and assist in renegotiating communication and 

relationships in the family (or with other significant others). This is the essence of the 

ideal mode1 described by the Agency (Frayn, 1998) and is borne out by Victor's 

expenence. 

What seems to be forgotten in the pursuit to provide a "cure7' is that 

adventitious deafhess is not only a medical condition, but also a social phenornenon. 

Social interventions are required when deafiess and hearing loss are diagnosed- 

especially if the individual's heanng loss is irreversible, as was the case for al1 eight 

respondents. This seemed especially significant for the three respondents for whom 

surgeons controlled the exact month, date, and hour that the patient wouId become 

deaf This oversight was reflected in the satisfaction levek of the sarnple. Five 

respondents spoke critically of the treatment that they received by medical 

professionals. These individuals descnbed their rehabilitation as inadequate with 

cornplaints ranging from lack of research (" Pzey didn 't have a lot of znfomation") to 

ignorance of the holistic impact (''fhey forgot about my feelings'), and finally, to an 

outright lack of compassion Cc77zey should have been the authorities, 6ur rhey did,, 'i 

îry . . . they didn 't care"). 



6. Conclusion 

Within varying individual cornpetencies, the professionals in each aspect of the 

respondents' rehabilitation performed as they were trained to do. In the medical arena, 

general practitioners made prelirninary evaluations and referred the respondents to the 

appropriate specialist. These professionals, either an ENT or a neurologist, applied a 

treatment that seemed most appropriate for the service that they offered and passed 

the respondents to an audiologist and/or a rehabilitation professional. These service 

providers offered the type of therapy that was consistent with the value system of their 

practice. For audiologists, rehabilitation for aura1 communication was provided. For 

vocational rehabilitation counsellors, strategies for academic and occupational gain 

were the fiindamental bases of the intervention. In the case of hearing health 

counselling, services more appropriate for a population with mild to moderate hearing 

losses were offered. Individually, each of these practitioners might have provided an 

adequate level of service within their specialty. Unfortunately, addressing relationship 



dysfunction fell outside the limits of their practice. This became apparent when al1 six 

respondents who were dissatisfied with their rehabilitation stated that counselling, peer 

support groups, and comprehensive information should have been part of their 

rehabilitation processes. 

These results support Luey's (1 980, 1994) cal1 for social workers to become 

involved in rehabilitation for adventitious deafhess. Any type of acquired disability 

involves a multitude of difficult changes for the affected person and his or her family. 

The onset of deafhess marks the beginning of a transition fi-orn being a hearing person 

to a deaf one. Such a change involves a fundamentai shift in personal identity and this 

impacts al1 members of the immediate farnily. As we have seen in the life stories of the 

respondents in this study, adaptation to such changes is not smooth or painless. Social 

workers, as change agents, are trained to work within the relationship systems of 

families to support adaptation dunng transitions. In the case of adventitious dea.f%ess, 

social workers could ftlfill many fûnctions. 

First, a social worker could oEer grief counselling to the aEected individual. 

Such counselling could help the deafened adult to work through emotional reactions to 

the loss and to develop coping strategies to gain a sense of control. Second, the socid 

worker who works in the deafhess rehabilitation field could link the deafened person 

to peer support to normalize the condition and reduce the social isolation that can 

occur. Third, a social worker should attempt to engage the family of the deafened 

person in counselling to help them deal with the emotional and practical impacts and to 



prevent the familial neglect or oppression of the deafened person that was experienced 

by many of this study's participants. In acting as a mediator during farnily counselling 

sessions, the social worker could bnng important issues, such as adapting to new 

communication and familial roles, into the open and help the family problem-solve 

around issues. Fourth, social workers should act as brokers to needed resources and 

information for the deafened individual and the farnily. This should also include 

mediating and advocating with professionals in the medical and audiological fields, and 

with the place of employment of the deafened individual. 

The case of Victor in this study demonstrates the potential effectiveness of 

such an holistic approach to intervention. Ironically, this rehabilitation professional 

was an occupational therapist with no expenence with deafpeople. Nonetheless, she 

assembled an effective "social work" type of treatment plan. The approach also 

resernbled what the Agency has described as their standard of care for deafened adults 

(although this was not provided by the Agency to any of the people in the sarnple). 

Although social workers could fi11 existing gaps in the treatment of 

adventitious deafhess, the involvement of medical professionals cannot be ignored. 

This is because medical attention is the usual first step towards receiving help for 

adventitious deafhess. MedicaI health care professionals should help lead the deafened 

individual towards appropriate rehabilitation by including referrais to social workers in 

their treatment plans. Toward this end, social workers should be included in 

interdisciplinary teams that diagnose and treat deafhess. 



Because there is litîle information on the impact of adventitious deafhess on the 

individual and his or her farnily, fürther research on this topic is imperative. 

Adventitious d e h e s s  must be examined from the ecological perspective in social 

work research. S pecific questions that warrant attention are: 

a) Kow does adventitious deafhess affect the members of the families of 

deafened individuals; 

b) How does the impact of deafhess Vary according to the various farnily life 

stages; and 

c) What types of shifiing in power balances occurs among farnily relationships 

when one of the members becomes deaf, and how does it Vary with the 

farnily rote and gender of the deafened person? 

These types of studies must be conducted so that the canng professions (Le.. 

physicians, ENTs, neurologists, audiologists, social workers, etc.) will be able to 

identif/y the rnissing pieces of the rehabilitation puzzle for deafened adults. Otherwise 

they will continue to be at a loss for a consistent standard of care for this condition, 

and perpetuate social exclusion of deafened people. 



7. Appendices 

7.1 Appendix 1: Mailed materials 

Letter: Request to participate 

Survey consent form 

Demographic questionnaire 

Note. Documents have been reformatted for inclusion in the thesis, with respect to 

spacing and type size, and thus do not appear exactly as issued. 

7.2 Appendix 2: lntervie w materials 

Proposed i n t e ~ e w  guide 

Letter: Consent to intenriew 



Letter: Request to participate 

CRespondent 's name> 

<Address> 

<City>, ON, <Postal code> 

<Date> 

Dear <Respondent7s name> 

1 am a deafened researcher and Master of Social Work candidate in the Faculty 

of Social Work at Wilfiid Laurier University. 1 am conducting a study into the impact 

of hearing loss and the rehabilitation process of post-vocationally deafened people. 

The purpose of this study is to understand and document the experiences of people 

who become de& 

1 am looking for deafened people who are interested in participating in the 

study. 1 understand that you used to receive the Blue Jay BztZZetin that was distnbuted 

to deafened people in the Province of Ontario; The former editor suggested that you 

might enjoy participating in this study. The selection of individuals selected for an 

interview will be  based on the answers that they provide to demographic questions 

found in the attached survey. The main criteria for selecting individuals will be to 

achieve diversity within the study sample with regard to cause of deakess, gender, 

age, and so forth. 

Participants wiil have the opportunity to meet. with the me to be i n t e~ewed  

about their expenences with deafhess and the rehabilitative care that they received. 



Generally, the i n t e ~ e w s  will follow a chronological order of events begiming zt the 

point of hearing loss and progressing to the present in order to acquire an 

understanding of the benefits and shortcomings of the deafhess rehabilitation seMce 

for individuals whom become deaf after childhood. Communication between the 

investigator and the interviewee wil1 be assisted with the use of Computer Assisted 

Real-Time (CART) translations to minirnize the need for a high level of sign language 

and/or lip reading skills. 

If you wish to participate in this study, please complete and retum the survey 

and the consent form in the self-addressed stamped envelope that is included with this 

letter. Returning the cornpleted questionnaire does not guarantee that 1 will ask you 

for an interview, nor does it obligate you to participate should you receive an offer to 

be i n t e ~ e w e d .  Furthermore, a survey that is returned blank or partially completed will 

not elirninate you fiom the pool of intewiew candidates if you sign and return the 

consent form. 

By participating in this project, you will help me produce valuable research in 

the area of rehabilitation for adventitious deafbess. Furthermore, recommendations 

about the types of rehabilitation that you believe will be beneficial to deafened people 

will be solicited as well. Any information that you give is stnctly confidential. 1 will 

detach your name form al1 other responses that you give to me and report al1 the 

results anonymously. Participation or refusa1 to participate in this study will have no 

effect on any rehabilitation services that you are presently receiving. 



Individuals who retum a signed consent form will be contacted within 30 days 

and informed of whether or not they are invited to participate in the i n t e ~ e w  portion 

of this study. If you choose to retum the questionnaire, 1 would appreciate your 

response by <datv, in order that 1 can contact you by the end of <month> to discuss 

an interview, if needed- 

If you have any questions about this study, please feel free to cal1 me or my 

research s u p e ~ s o r .  Our numbers are listed below. We will retum your cal1 as soon as 

possible. 

Thank you, 

Miguel Aguayo 

Researc her: 

Miguel O. Aguayo 

4-79 Westmount North 

Waterloo, ON Canada N2L 5G5 

(5 19) 746-4226 TTYFAX 

Research Supervisor: 

Dr. Nick Coady 

884- 1970 ext. 2666 



Survey consent form 

Consent for Interview Candidacy 

If you wish to participate in this study, please read, sign, and retum this 

consent forrn. 

Next, to assist i n t e ~ e w  participant selection, please complete the 

questionnaire and retum it with the consent form. Completing the survey is voluntary. 

You are not required to offer this information as a condition for interview candidacy. 

For your convenience, a self-addressed stamped envelope is enclosed in this 

packet. 

1, , understand that 1 am being asked to 

participate in a research study which is being conducted my Miguel Aguayo, a Master 

of Social Work candidate in the Faculty of Social Work at Wilfnd Laurier University, 

under the supervision of his research advisor, Nick Coady. 

The purpose of this study is to explore the impact of profound hearing loss and 

the adequacy of rehabilitative process that deafened people receive. The information 

that is collected wili be used to better understand the experiences of people whom 

becorne post-lingually deafened. 

My participation at this stage is limited to the collection of personal 

demographic data that will be used to select i n t e ~ e w  candidates. 1 understand that my 

contribution may result in an offer to be interviewed, but 1 am not obligated to accept 

such an offer. 1 also understand that 1 am not obligated to provide this information to 



be eligible for an interview. The act of retuming this signed consent form retains my 

candidacy to participate in the i n t e ~ e w  stage of this study. 

The following are benefits that 1 may derive from this study, if selected to 

participate: 

1 can l e m  more about research in social work. 1 c m  gain an understanding of 

the effects of profound hearing loss as expenenced by other deafened people, and the 

rehabilitative process that they received. 1 also will become farniliar with alternate 

methods of visual display of interpersonal dialogue as a form of 

interpreting/translations tool. 1 may feel satisfaction by offerhg a beneficial 

contribution to improve deafhess rehabilitation services. 

I understand thut rny participation zs volirntary. I rnay refuse zo participate il? 

this srtldy without penalty to me. I muy also withdraw from the S Z Z C ~ Y  at any tzme 

withozrt penalsty. 

1 understand that my research record will be kept confidential and that 1 will 

not be identified in any publication or discussion by the investigator. 

1 understand that I have a right to have ail questions about the study answered 

by the researcher or the research advisor in sufficient detail to clearly understand the 

answer. 

If1 have any oiher questions about the resemch, the procedures employed, my 

rights or any other research-related questions, I may contact the investigator or 

research mpervisor af the m b e r s  that are listed be low. 



Researcher: Research SupeMsor: 

Miguel O. Aguayo Dr. Nick Coady 

(5 19) 746-4226 TTYFAX (5 19) 884-1970 ext. 2666 

I understand that 1 wiI1 be contacted by telephone/TTY within 30 days and 

informed of whether or not 1 wiil be offered an opportunity to be i n t e ~ e w e d  for the 

study . 

Name 

Date 

Phone 

Please check: O Voice 9 TTY 5 FAX 

Best time to cal1 A. hl. P.M. 



Demographic questionnaire 

Voluntary Information: Answer some, none, or al1 of the following. 

Refusa1 to answer any questions will not influence your i n t e ~ e w  candidacy. 

Narne: 

Gender (ME) 

Cause of deafness: 

2 Disease (e-g., spinal meningitis, virus, unknown) 

5 Medical procedure (e-g., antibiotic reaction, acoustic neuromas, NF-2) 

E Traumatic (e.g., head injury) 

- 
Progressive (e-g., hereditary, noise, aging, unknown without illness) 

Please list any specific circumstances related to your hearing loss: 

Date of birth: Age at the onset of deafhess: 

Family situation (check one in each column): 

Marital status: Living situation: 

9 Single 3 Live alone 

G Married O Live with other adult(s) only 

D Separated 0 Live with children 

C1 Divorced O Live with children and adult(s) 

Cl Re-rnarried O Live with grown children 

Any other relevant information about your family situation?: 



Occupation: 

If you are currently working, or in the past, what is your occupational field? 

Lip-reading and sign language use self-assessment: 

Please mark a point on the line that best indicates your ski11 level: 

Lip-reading skills: Sign language skills: 

awfùl fair great awfirl fair great 

Please list any special accommodations that you would need if chosen for an 

interview: 



Proposed interview guide 

I'd like to begin by asking you about your life before your hearing loss. 

1 understand that you lost (or began to Iose) your hearing when you 

were about years old. Can you describe what your life was like 

before you lost your heanng? 

Cm you describe your farnily Iife, ... social life, ... work (or school 

life)? 

How satisfied were you with your family, work (or school), and social 

life? 

Can you describe your relationships with farnily 

members/f?iends/colleagues (e.g.,  number and quality of persona1 

relationships, extent of social support)? 

Can you describe some of the social and leisure activities that you 

derived enjoyment fiom? 

Have you expenenced a personai crisis or traumatic loss before your 

lost your hearing? 

If yes: 

Please describe this crisis? 

When did it occur? 

Please describe how it af5ected your life? 



How did it a e c t  your relationship with family 

rnembers/f?iends/colleagues (e.g., number and quality of persona1 

relationships, extent of social support)? 

Do you feel that you have recovered from this cnsis? 

Zfno: 

What was the most senous problem in your life before you lost your 

hearing? 

Please desct-ibe how it affected your life? 

How did it affect your relationship with family 

members/friends/colleagues (e-g., number and quality of personal 

relationships, extent of social support)? 

Can you describe the cause and process of your hearing loss and your 

reactions to it? 

How severe was the hearing loss at the beginning? 

What were your first thoughts and feelings when you noticed 

deafnesslhearing Ioss or the first time? 

Would you charactenze these thoughts and feelings as coming from the 

heart or the head? Can you explain this? 

C m  you describe any progression in the heanng loss and its impact on 

you? 

How did your farnily/fnends feel about and react to your deafhess? 



What were the actions that led you to believe that your d e h e s s  

affected them this way? 

1s this something that they said andor did? 

Can you recall their exact words or any specific incidents? 

Can you describe what types of changes took place in your close 

relationships as a result of your deafhess? 

What was the impact of these changes on you? 

What was the impact of these changes on the others? 

How did your family and fnends help or hinder your coping with the 

hearing loss? 

If heIp was offered: 

Please describe how they helped and the impact on you. 

What did they do to help you adjust ro it? 

How ofien did they help? 

Did the help remain consistent? 

Did it dirninish over a period time? 

If help was not offered: 

What was the impact of this on you? 

How do you account for this lack of hefp? 

If others hindered coping: 

Please describe how their reactions hindered your coping? 



How did this impact on you? 

How do you understand such reactions? 

Please descnbe how deafhess intluenced changes in your social life in 

generai. 

What types of changes took place (changes in activities, etc.) 

How did you feel about these changes then? Now? 

Were Iost activities substituted by another activity? If so, please 

describe. 

What facilitated your involvement in tbese activities? 

How have these new activities been helpful? 

Were there aspects of your social life (e-g., activities) that did not 

change as a result of the deafhess? 

Does this activity (activities) rely more on vision or hearing? 

Has your participation diminished or remained the same? 

Any problems in participating in thidthese pastime(s) come to mind? 

Describe what helped you to remain engaged in these activities. 

Did you know any deafpeople before you lost your hearing? 

If yes: 

How did you feel about them? 

What lead you to feel this way? 

Did knowing deafpeople help or hinder your coping with deafhess? 



If no: 

What were your thoughts about deafpeople before you lost your 

hearing ? 

Has your thoughts towards deaf people changed since you Iost your 

hearing? 

If yes, descnbe the nature of rhis change. 

Did you try to meet other deafpeople? 

If yes, descnbe your experiences (fiequency of engagement; difficuity 

of interaction). 

In what ways did your hearing loss affect your employment (or student) 

status--in the beginning and then later? 

Please describe any changes in your fùnctioning on the job (or at 

school). 

Piease describe the reactions of coworkers and/or supervisors, bosses 

(or teachers and fellow students). 

Were any accommodations offered to you by your employer (or 

school)? 

How did you feel about these accommodations (being offeredhot being 

offered)? 

What accommodations have been offered to you in subsequent 

employment (or education)? 



How have felt about these accommodations (being offeredhot being 

offered)? 

10. Describe what types of rehabilitation services have been offered to 

you or that you have sought out over the course of your deafhess? 

Were any services offered to you when you first became aware of your 

deafiiess? 

If so: 

What type of services were these? 

Who offered them? 

Did you try these services? 

When did you begin treatment? 

How often did you utilize thislthese service@)? 

Describe what occurred during thelthese sessions. 

How did you feel about thislthese services? 

How satisfied were you with this/t hese service(s)? 

What leads you to Say that they were helpfuVharmfbVneither? 

Would you recommend thidthese service(s) to others in a similar 

situation? 

What leads to you recommend thislthese s e ~ c e ( s )  to others? 

What rehabilitative seMces have you been involved with since? 



Were these seMces offered by someone (is so, who) or did you seek 

them out? 

How often did you utilize thislthese service(s)? 

Descnbe what occurred during thehhese sessions. 

How did you feel about thidthese services? 

How satisfied were you with thislthese service(s)? 

What leads you to Say that they were helpfuVhamifuVneither? 

Would you recommend thidthese service(s) to others in a similar 

situation? 

What leads to you recommend thidthese service(s) to others? 

Descnbe the types of rehabilitation specialists/professionals that have 

been responsible for your care. 

How helpfùl or unhelpful were each of these types of professionals and 

in what ways? 

How confident and cornfortable did you feel in the care of "A'? Why? 

Please describe how involved your family/f?iends were in your 

rehabilitation? 

How did you feel about their involvement or lack of involvement? 

Describe what you feel was the most beneficid thing that they did to 

help . 



Describe anything they said or did that may have inhibited your 

rehabilitation. 

Overall, how satisfied are you with the rehabilitation seMces that you 

received. 

What additionai services could have been offered to improve the care 

that you received. 

What seMces do you believe should be offered to improve 

rehabilitative care for deafened people? 

What other factors helped or hindered your coping with deafhess 

(individual strengths, social supports, societal attitudes)? 

Have your thoughts and feelings about deafiess changed over time? 

If so, how are they different now than when the loss happened? 

If different : 

When and how did this change occur? 

Did it help or hinder your coping with deafness? 

Please describe the eventdexpenences that may have led to this change 

of attitude. 

If the same: 

Why do you believe that your feelings towards deafhess have not 

changed? 



Please describe how this helped or hindered your ability to cope with 

deafiiess? 

Describe what you would change if you could (persona1 reactions and 

coping strategies, informal support from others, societal attitudes). 

1s there anything else that you would like to add to help others 

understand the impact of hearing loss and the adequacy (or lack 

thereof) of rehabilitative seMces that you received? 

Thank you very much for sharing your experience. 



Letter: Consent to interview 

1, , understand that 1 am 

being asked to participate in a research study which is being conducted by Miguel 

Aguayo, a iMaster of Social Work candidate in the Faculty of Social Work at Wilfnd 

Laurier University, under the supervision of his research advisor, Dr. Nick Coady. 

The purpose of this study is to examine and record the impact of profound 

heanng loss and the adequacy of rehabilitative care that deafened people receive. The 

data collected will be used to better understand the experiences of people whom 

become post-lingually deafened. Data will be collected through individual interview 

sessions. General questions that will be posed during this interview MI1 be related to 

the individuals expenence of deafhess, and the responses of family members, peers, 

and the deafness rehabilitation professionals. The interview will be approximately 90- 

120 minutes long. 

The following are benefits that I may derive fiom this study: 

1 can learn more about research in social work. 1 can gain an understanding of 

the rehabilitative process as expenenced by other deafened people. 1 will becorne 

familiar with altemate methods of visual display of interpersonal dialogue as a form of 

interpreting/translations tool. I may feel satisfaction by offering a beneficial 

contribution to the field of deafhess rehabilitation. 



I understand that rny participation is voluntary. 1 may refire to participate ztr 

thzs stuc& wirkout penalty to me. 1 may a h  withdraw from the study ai any tirne 

(3efore and during the interview) withozrt penalty. 

1 understand that rny research record will be kept confidentid and that 1 will 

not be identified in any publication or discussion by either the investigator or the 

CART stenographer. 

I understand that 1 am fiee to contact the investigator at the telephone number 

listed beiow if I have any questions. 

I understand that I have a right to have al1 questions about the study answered 

by the researcher or  the research advisor in sufficient detail to clearly understand the 

answer. 

1 understand that 1 can receive feedback on the overall results of this study by 

requesting it from the researcher; this information will be made available at the 

conclusion of this study. 1 understand that a copy of the entire study wiil be available 

in the Wilfrid Laurier University library and at the main onice of the Canadian Hearing 

Society. 

If l have any other ques?ions about the research, the procedures employed, rny 

rights or any orher research-related questions, 1 may contact the investigator or 

resemch advisor. 

1 acknowledge reading and understanding this consent form, and 1 agree to 

participate in the study. 



Respondent Date 

Researcher Date 

Researcher: Research Supervisor: 

Miguel O. Aguayo Dr. Nick Coady 

( 5  19) 746-4226 TTYIFAX (5 19) 884-1970 ext. 2666 
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